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The Arc Models are a set of three-dimensional, dynamic CGI representations of 

the primary pedagogical models of international trade theory.  By characterizing 

economies according to their manufacturing, service, and agricultural/natural resource 

sectors, the Arc Models present a novel approach to teaching trade theory by either 

focusing in on a single economy or altering the scale of observation to an economic 

grouping of world economies.  The Arc Models are a collection of true, dynamic models 

in that they have the ability to capture the inter-temporal transitions between static 

equilibria using 3D animation.  The diagrams and models that have been treated include: 

market supply and demand, the Ricardian model of comparative advantage, world 

production in the Ricardian model, the Ricardian fixed factor model, the Ricardian 

continuum of goods model, offer curves; the standard trade model, the Heckscher-Ohlin 

model including Findlay-Grubert diagrams, the 3-Factor model, and the specific-factors 

model.





Abstract
T h e  A r c  M o d e l s  a r e  a  s e t  o f  t h r e e -

dimensional, dynamic CGI representations of the 
primary pedagogical models of international 
trade theory.  By characterizing economies in 
terms of their manufacturing, service, and 
agricultural/natural resource sectors, the Arc 
Models present a novel approach to trade theory 
that can either focus in on a single economy or 
alter the scale of observation to an economic 
grouping of world economies.  The Arc Models 
are a collection of true, dynamic models in that 
they have the abi l i ty  to  capture  the  inter-
temporal transitions between static equilibria 
using 3D animation.  The diagrams and models 
that have been treated include: market supply 
and demand; the Ricardian model of comparative 
advantage; world production in the Ricardian 
model; the Ricardian fixed-factor model; the 
Ricardian continuum of goods model;  the 
Edgeworth box; offer curves; the standard trade 
model; the Heckscher-Ohlin model including 
Findlay-Grubert diagrams; the 3-Factor model; 
and the specific-factors model.
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  PREFACE 
 
 

This thesis is intended for those already familiar with the core models of 

international trade theory taught in upper division and graduate international economics 

programs.  While I will discuss the Arc Models in reference to a specified set of models 

(e.g. the 3-Factor model, the standard trade model, the Ricardian model, etc.), the purpose 

here is not to teach trade theory.  Though I believe that Arc Models can be taught to 

students using available textbooks, I will not be presenting them from this perspective. 

Instead, this thesis makes extensive use of 3D modeling.  The value of 3D 

modeling, not easily accessible before but becoming increasingly so, is found in the 

ability to enhance the overall learning experience for students of international trade 

theory. 

Where appropriate, I have created several animations to demonstrate this ability 

for the reader.  The list of animations is found on pages v and vi above; there are also 

hyperlinks imbedded within the text to take the reader to the model currently under 

discussion.  As is the convention with hyper-linking, all links are illustrated with a blue 

font and underline.  Clicking the link plays the animation in your media player. 

 The animations have been converted into the *.mpeg4 file format at 1280x720 

resolution and were tested using the standard Windows Media, QuickTime, and Real 

media players.  If you are having trouble viewing a file, or the motion is not fluid, it will 

help if you copy the animation to your hard disk and run it from there.  Furthermore, 

depending on the speed of your CPU, it might also help to decrease the size of the image 

window.
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CHAPTER ONE 

 
Introduction 

 
 

 Standing on the window ledge looking over Baylor's intramural fields on the fifth 

floor of the science building, I once again found myself watching the sun begin to rise on 

the trade theory that I had painted early that morning with dry erase markers on the 

windows surrounding me.  Is there any more beautiful art that can be painted upon a 

blank window canvas than economics?   Refocusing my gaze on the newly stained-glass 

window in front of me, I returned to the problem at hand as the song playing through my 

headphones began to repeat once more. 

 "It just won't fit," I thought to myself, glancing down at the three columns of data 

listed in the appendix of my World Development Report and then back up to the two-

dimensional model in front of me.  "I can put two sectors of an economy into the model, 

but I can't calculate the gains from trade using only two sectors." 

 Taking the black dry erase marker from my back pocket, I held my ruler to the 

glass and slowly traced out another axis along the length of the straight edge.  Capping 

the black marker, I then pulled the red dry erase marker from its pocket and drew two 

arcs connecting my production frontier to the new axis.  Stepping back from the window, 

I capped the red marker and looked down to the report now casting a long shadow onto 

the table underneath.  As my eyes once again returned to the sunrise in front of me, I 

smiled.  It was my very first Arc Model. 
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If you have a two-dimensional model you can teach trade theory, but if you have a 

three-dimensional model you can teach the entire world. 

 The initial impetus for creating a visual representation of trade theory in three 

dimensions, as the Arc Models described in this thesis do, was to find a way to 

incorporate the data from my reports into the frameworks that we had been taught.  The 

shift from two to three dimensions often makes a tremendous difference in the realism 

and applicability of theory.  However, it was not until I began to sketch out the concept 

for this thesis onto the white boards, windows, and mirrors in my bedroom that I realized 

I had something more.   

 With another axis an economy can be described in terms of its service, 

manufacturing, and agricultural sectors.  Service economies can be portrayed with a 

production frontier biased toward the x-axis, while predominantly manufacturing and 

agricultural economies can be portrayed with production frontiers biased toward the y 

and z axes, respectively.  Three, separate, production frontiers are adequate to capture 

virtually the entire world!  Using this approach one can either isolate a single economy 

within the world, or step back to see the entire world itself.  As this point is important, I 

will be repeating it several times throughout the thesis. 

Since computer graphics are now capable of illustrating three dimensions as well 

or better than hand-drawn two-dimensional models were in the past, it is time to 

investigate a comprehensive approach to teaching trade theory recognizing this fact 

utilizing three-dimensional models.  Given the amount of computer-generated imagery 

(CGI) surrounding students today, in order to raise the excitement level of what is a 

critically vital subject, our teaching tools must keep pace with the technology that 
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students now expect to see.  Furthermore, attractive CGI representations of our 

pedagogical models can make them vehicles for public relations to gain greater adherents 

to the discipline.  

In view of this, the purpose of this thesis is to build the Arc Models and 

demonstrate their power using theoretic scenarios.   Further work could apply the models 

to specific, real-world scenarios, or pioneer new trade theory, though that is not the 

purpose of this thesis.  The models must first be built.   

 The rest of our adventure will be undertaken as follows: chapter two relates the 

background and impetus for the Arc Models and discusses exactly how the Arc Models 

capture the aggregate relations of international trade; chapter three presents the 

conventions used in creating the Arc Models, discusses how they were built, and touches 

upon some of the new features of these models that will differ from the conventional, 

two-dimensional approach; chapter four presents the Arc Models; and chapter five 

concludes our adventure by presenting possible extensions for the Arc Models. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
 

What is This, Why is This, and Where are We Going? 
 
 
 The contemporary representations of the models treated in this thesis were 

primarily developed from 1919 to 1977, although many of the concepts enunciated in 

each can be traced further back to the writings of Adam Smith, David Ricardo, and other 

classical economists.  The pedagogical core of international trade theory at the 

undergraduate and upper division level is generally based on one to three factors of 

production engaged in productive activity in two sectors of the economy.  While many 

models have been introduced in recent years that take a greater number of factors and 

sectors into account, the core has remained largely unchanged.1 

 Nothing is created without purpose and reason.  As such, nothing is created 

“before its time.”  Academic discoveries flow forth from time harmoniously with the 

world surrounding the innovator.  Good models are built out of necessity in order to 

capture the world around us.  You never build a model before its time has come.   

 Perhaps the very first trade model was pioneered in the writings of Adam Smith in 

his Wealth of Nations.  Basing his writings on market forces, he created a theory of trade 

based on supply and demand.2 

 Another classical economist of the 18th century, David Ricardo, expanded the 

understanding of trade based solely on supply and “effectual demand” by introducing a 

theory of trade based on the comparative advantage resulting from both the size and 

                                                 
1H. P. Bowen, E. E. Leamer, and L. Sveikauskas, "Multicountry, Multifactor Tests of the Factor 

Abundance Theory," American Economic Review (December 1987): 791-809.  
 

2Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations, (New York: The Modern Library, 1937) 
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productivity of a nation’s labor force.3  Within the world surrounding Ricardo in the late 

18th and early 19th centuries, manufacturing and agricultural production were both labor 

intensive industries.  He deduced that if any nation was to have a comparative advantage 

in the production of one good over another, these advantages would flow forth from the 

characteristics of that nation’s labor force.  Today, our one-factor Ricardian models are 

the progeny of David Ricardo’s necessity.  (The traditional, two-dimensional 

representations of the primary pedagogical models can be found in the upper-left hand 

corners of the figures for this thesis.  The Ricardian models are shown in Figures 5-8.) 

 However, even before the industrial revolution of the 19th century, labor was not 

alone as the only major factor of production.  The prevalence of capital as a second factor 

of production necessitated an enhanced theory of trade based on a two-factor, two-sector 

model of an economy.  Struggling to explain their world with the simple, one-factor 

Ricardian models of their day, great economists such as Ysidro Edgeworth, Vilfredo 

Pareto, Alfred Marshall, Eli Heckscher, and Bertil Ohlin created new trade models during 

the latter 19th and early 20th centuries to fill this necessity. 

 Edgeworth created a factor intensity diagram using two axes to illustrate 

indifference curves and isoquants for more than one commodity and factor of production. 

This paved the way for Pareto to add a second set of axes to the diagram, thus creating 

the now familiar Edgeworth Box diagrams that can be used to plot contract curves in 

output space, graphically proving the shape of a production frontier with increasing 

costs.4 

                                                 
3David Ricardo, The Principles of Political Economy and Taxation, (Homewood, Ill.: Irwin, 1963) 
 
4Dominick Salvatore, International Economics, 8th ed. (Hoboken, New Jersey: John Wiley & 

Sons, Inc., 2004), 83.  
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 Using this production frontier, Edgeworth and Marshall derived offer curves to 

determine the terms of trade equilibrium prevailing between two nations at any given 

point in time.  Once the equilibrium was established, economists could then evaluate how 

much of a nation’s exportable good would need to be exported for a desired amount of 

imports, given the prevailing terms of trade. (See the 2D representation in Figure 9.)  The 

formal derivation and proof of offer curves was popularized by James Meade using trade 

indifference mapping.5 

 Contemporaneously, Heckscher and Ohlin created a theory of international trade 

based on factor endowments and increasing costs with two factors of production and 

economists’ favorite two commodities, x and y.6  Later formalized and extended by Paul 

Samuelson and Tadeusz Rybczynski, much of international trade theory has fallen under 

what is now lovingly referred to as the “standard trade model.”7  (See its 2D 

representation in Figure 11.) 

 During the 1920s, international trade reached a zenith which would not be 

reached again until 1970.8  During the Great Depression of the 1930s, the United States 

passed the Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act which partially caused a chain reaction the net result 

of which was the collapse of international trade due to prohibitively high trade 

restrictions. (American imports in 1932 were only 31 percent of their 1929 peak as a 

                                                                                                                                                 
 

5James Meade, A Geometry of International Trade, (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1952) 
 

6E. F. Heckscher, "The Effect of Foreign Trade on the Distribution of Income," Ekonomisk 
Tidskrift (1919): 497-512.; B. Ohlin, Interregional and International Trade, (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, 1983) 
 

7Salvatore, "International Economics," 59.  
 

8Paul R. Krugman and Maurice Obstfeld, International Economics: Theory & Policy, 7th ed. 
(Boston, MA: Pearson, part of Addison Wesley, 2005), 19.  
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consequence of a 59 percent import duty.9)  As a result, necessity spurred on the pens and 

pencils of economists around the world to create new models that could illustrate and 

calculate the costs of trade interventions in an economy.  Once again we turned to the 

basic supply and demand analysis that originated in the writings of Adam Smith, and in 

doing so extended international trade theory to include trade interventions. 

 After World War II, economists once again struggled to reconcile trade theory 

with the world around them.  It was during this time that advancements were made to the 

Heckscher-Ohlin framework by Samuelson and Rybczynski, but it was also during this 

time that the 3-Factor model was derived.  By combining relevant aspects of both the 

single-factored Ricardian model and the dual-factored standard trade model, an 

economist by the name of Ronald Jones crafted a model in which two factors of 

production, often capital and land representing the manufacturing and agricultural 

sectors, respectively, were fixed in their respective sectors of the economy while labor 

was mobile between both sectors.10  The 3-Factor model and specific-factors model (or, 

Jones’ Bucket, after its founder) were the result. (See their 2D representations in Figures 

15 and 16, respectively.)  It was proposed that this framework could more accurately 

capture the world of manufacturing and agricultural production in which land and capital 

owners both employed a homogenous labor force.  However, both the standard trade and 

3-Factor models were further modified in the 1960s and 1970s after it was acknowledged 

that labor forces were no longer homogenous. 

                                                 
9Salvatore, "International Economics," 295.  

 
10R. W. Jones, "A Three-Factor Model in Theory, Trade, and History," in Trade, Balance of 

Payments, and Growth: Essays in Honor of Charles P. Kindleberger (Amsterdam: North-Holland, 1971), 
3-22.  
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 Following the work of Schultz in 1961 and Becker in 1962, the concept of human 

capital was developed to take into account the various levels of skill and education 

present in a nation’s labor force.11  The homogenous factor of production, labor, was split 

into two separate factors of production: high and low-skilled labor.  With this new 

development, many economists began representing the 3-Factor model with the two 

distinct levels of labor as the fixed factors of production and capital as the mobile factor 

of production.  Furthermore, the standard trade model was modified using this division of 

labor into two separate factors of production to create the North-South theory of trade 

popularized by Adrian Wood.12 

 Now, in the late 20th and early 21st centuries, the buzz words of “free trade” and 

“the gains from trade” are once again prevalent both in academic journals and the mass 

media.  As such, economists such as Earl Grinols developed comprehensive, analytical 

approaches to trade theory that capitalize on the accepted models of trade theory that 

have already been developed in order to analyze the gains from trade, and to harmonize 

model elements that have been developed hence far.13  These economists today recognize 

the value in all of the models that have been developed, believing each to be important 

                                                 
11Theodore W. Schultz, "Investment in Human Capital," American Economic Review 51, no. 1 

(March 1961): 1-17.; Gary S. Becker, "Investment in Human Capital: A Theoretical Analysis," The Journal 
of Political Economy 70, no. 5 (October 1962): 9-49.  
 

12Adrian Wood, Trade and Wages: Leveling Wages Down? (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1994) 
 
 13Earl L. Grinols, “Strategic and Non-Competitive Trade Interventions,” Economic Letters, 24, 
1, August, 1987, 73-78.  _______, “Increasing Returns and the Gains from Trade,” International 
Economic Review, 32,  4, November 1991, 973-984.  _____, "Measuring Gains from Trade,"  Class 
Handout (Eco 5330), Hankamer School of Business, Baylor University.; Earl L. Grinols, "Problem 
Areas in International Economics,"  Lecture Notes (Eco 5330), Hankamer School of Business, Baylor 
University.   Earl L. Grinols and Kar-Yiu Wong, “An Exact Measure of Welfare change,”  Canadian 
Journal of Economics, 24, 2, May 1991, 428-449. 
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for answering the questions that arise from various scenarios in a complex, 

interconnected world.  It is from this moment that necessity has revealed itself once more. 

Dr. Grinols advised me at the start of this thesis that, “While we might be able to 

build a complex model, that does not necessarily mean that we should.  There is 

something that can be said for a good, simple model.”  The most important objective in 

building a new model, apart from what the model is intended to capture, is that it explains 

the world around us while remaining as simple and approachable as possible given the 

limitations of the various student levels and degree programs in any given international 

economics course.  Though we might want to teach our students the entire world, some 

might have only taken the core economics coursework, and some might not have taken 

the econometrics and/or higher-level mathematics required to fully grasp the multifactor 

models that have already been created.  Thus we are limited in the amount of theory that 

can be taught to a group of students in an introductory international economics course.  

However, if we harmonize trade theory and present the material in such a way as to make 

it easily accessible to students, productive extensions to trade theory are still possible.  

While academia still holds the keys to the long-run, it is our students that go out into the 

world and determine how quickly we shall get there.  We might hold the answers to the 

entire world, but if no one is listening it is all for naught.  This much we already know: if 

our influence is to be more productive, our students must also be more productive, and 

therefore we too must be more productive.  There is nothing left to do but to find the 

bottlenecks that hinder our productivity and decimate them. 

As a result of my own recent experience as a student in various international 

economics courses, I have become aware of a few of these bottlenecks.  While we have 
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several models to capture various scenarios arising in international trade, each model can 

be presented in various ways using various commodities and factors of production, 

leaving the student slightly aloof to the thread that ties the models together.  We have 

created multiple variations of our core models in an effort to capture the complexity of 

international trade at the turn of the 21st century, but the result has been a plethora of 

variations that have taken us away from the beautiful simplicity that is and was 

international trade theory.  To be sure, as Paul Krugman stated in his most recent 

textbook, “While old rules still apply, international trade has become harder to 

characterize in simple terms.”14 

The two-sector models being taught today ignore the most important development 

in international trade since World War II: the prominent presence of a third sector to the 

world economy (services).  It has become more difficult to depict the fullness of 

international trade at the turn of the 21st century using our standard two-dimensional 

pedagogical core.  According to data taken from the WTOs’ International Trade Statistics 

publication for 2005, services are the second most important sector in the composition of 

international trade only to manufacturing. (For reference, in 2005 the four sectors making 

up international trade were agriculture, natural resource/mining, services, and 

manufacturing, each making up 8, 12, 20, and 60 percent of international trade, 

respectively.)15  According to the July 2005 edition of the OECD in Figures, it is believed 

that services’ share of international trade will only rise in time.16  Just 50 years ago 

                                                 
14Krugman and Obstfeld, "International Economics: Theory & Policy," 21.  

 
15World Trade Organization, International Trade Statistics 2005 (Geneva, Switzerland: WTO 

Publications, 2005), Tables IV.1-2.   
 

16Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), OECD in Figures 2005: A 
Supplement to the OECD Observer (Paris, France: OECD Publications): 88.  
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international trade was accurately modeled using two-sector models, but this is no longer 

the case.  Most statistics that are available from domestic and international statistical 

agencies today are broken into three categories: services, manufacturing (goods), and 

agricultural production.  We are simply no longer in a two-sector world. 

Furthermore, another important addition to international trade theory, post-World 

War II, has been the formulization of the gains from trade.  However, in a two-sector 

representation of an economy, any estimate based upon a graphical depiction of these 

gains is frustrated by the prevalence of the third sector. (See the 2D representation of the 

gains from trade in Figure 12.) 

Finally, other, smaller difficulties have arisen in our analysis of international 

trade.  Recognizing the limitations of comparative statics for illustrating phenomena such 

as the unemployment that arises during the transitional move between static observations, 

there has been an acknowledged need to incorporate dynamic aspects into our trade 

models that capture this inter-temporal period.  Another smaller difficulty has been how 

to illustrate the importance of trade in intermediates using the standard trade models. 

However, by extending the current framework across the z-axis, we can add both 

an additional sector and factor of production in a three-dimensional CGI representation of 

trade theory.  Furthermore, by incorporating animation within our models, we can capture 

dynamic elements of trade theory within the fourth dimension of time.  This is the heart 

of the Arc Models. 

The Arc Models are a set of three-dimensional visualizations (with a fourth 

dimension representing time) that were necessitated by the authors’ desire to make trade 

theory more applicable to the current state of international trade at the turn of the 21st 
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century.  The Arc Models bring an entirely new approach to teaching trade theory that 

does not focus on specific products within sectors (e.g. cloth and food), but rather the 

sectors that make up international trade.  Almost more importantly, these models deliver 

this applicability with relatively few changes to the trade theory we already use.  It is the 

next extension for the pedagogical core of international trade theory only recently made 

possible by the development of the 3D software used to portray them and the electronic 

journals used to distribute these new formats. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
 

Conventions and Features 
 
 

The Arc Models were conceptualized using Adobe Illustrator CS and built in 

three-dimensional space using the 3D animation program 3ds Max (version 7.0) from 

Discreet, now owned by Autodesk.  3ds Max is a high level language tool used to 

generate mathematical models and 3D graphics by using input devices, such as a mouse 

or keyboard, or by importing script files.  However, using 3ds Max you do not need to 

enter in mathematical functions to create various shapes and surfaces.  While you can do 

so using MaxScript, 3ds Max’s powerful scripting engine, generally speaking you model 

in three dimensions using the pre-defined objects (e.g. cylinders, toruses), shapes (e.g. 

splines, helixes), and surfaces (e.g. planes, NURBS surfaces) through free-hand 

manipulation of the object in the viewport.  The use of high level tools, or generators, is 

common practice among computer programmers and application developers today.  For 

more detail, see the examples listed in the U.S. economy sub-section of chapter four on 

page 42. 

I followed several conventions throughout.  While learning trade theory, I found it 

extremely helpful when the author and/or teacher maintained consistency throughout the 

course with respect to certain fundamental aspects of the models such as axis labeling, 

factor intensities, colors, and analytics.  What follows is a summary discussion of the 

conventions used within the Arc Models. 
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Axis Labeling 

In three dimensions, the axes are traditionally labeled x, y, and z.  In all of the 

models, the x, y, and z axes represent the service, manufacturing, and agricultural/natural 

resource sectors, respectively. 

 
Colors 

In addition to their axis labeling, these sectors will also be associated with specific 

colors: services, red; manufacturing, blue; and agricultural/natural resources, green.  

Production frontiers for the various economic groupings (e.g. service, manufacturing, and 

agricultural economies) will also follow the same color scheme.  For this introductory 

thesis, I often denote the production frontier with a dark green because I am a Baylor 

Bear; and I will shamelessly plug our green and gold whenever possible!  In addition to 

the sector-specific red, green, and blue (RGB) color scheme, the factors of production 

intensive in these sectors also follow the same scheme.  For example, services are 

intensive in high-skill labor, and therefore both services and high-skilled labor are 

denoted using the color red.  Furthermore, capital is denoted using blue; and land/low-

skill labor are denoted using green.  With respect to prices, commodity and factor prices 

will always be represented using light blue and orange, respectively.  Specific prices 

and/or levels exclusively facing producers and consumers, such as when the price level is 

split between producers and consumers as a result of a trade intervention, are denoted 

using purple and yellow, respectively.  Lastly, production points are black while utility 

curves and consumption points are gold.  Figure 1 summarizes the color scheme and 

provides an example using an image of a 3-good expenditure function. 
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Analytics 

The trade analytics used in this thesis are pulled directly from the work of 

Professor Earl L. Grinols.  Using his framework the extension from two to three 

dimensions was effortless.  Though I will discuss the trade analytics for each model in 

turn, Figure 1 also provides an example of his trade analytics as it relates to the simple 

expenditure function. 

 
Assumptions 

While I will note the factors of production specific to each model in their 

respective sub-section, I do not discuss all of the assumptions behind each of the models 

in their entirety.  For example, both the Ricardian continuum and the Ricardian fixed-

factor models make several assumptions regarding the nature of production, the returns to 

scale, the cost structure facing firms, and the technology used in production, among 

others.  These assumptions will have been taught to the reader in their introductory 

international economics course, and I will not spend your time listing these out once 

more.  However, the main assumptions to each model are listed out in the top left corner 

of each of the figures directly underneath their title. (See figures)  There are a few 

assumptions new to the Arc Models that do deserve mention, some of which have already 

been touched upon such as the conventions relating the sector of production to its specific 

axis.  Any new assumptions to the models will be related to the reader in the chapter 

discussing the Arc Models. 
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Features 

Before moving into the Arc Models, I would like to first touch on two important 

changes that arise when moving from two to three dimensions.  The first of these is how 

to account for price levels in three dimensions.  Obviously, one will have to use planes 

rather than lines (and their slopes); but I would like to stress an important fact that was 

not perfectly clear to me until after my second international economics course: we are not 

looking at price lines/planes, but rather budget lines/planes.  I understand that this may 

come as no surprise to most of you, but a better grasp of this concept would have greatly 

aided me in helping myself and others study for exams.  Out of my frustration I decided 

to build two simple animations that bring home the difference between these two, related 

concepts. 

When an economy opens up to international trade, the price of the good intensive 

in the relatively abundant factor of production increases due to the extra demand found 

on world markets while the prices of the other two goods intensive in the relatively scarce 

factors of production fall as a result of the extra supply present on world markets.  If price 

planes are used to carry out your analysis of international trade, you will find your 

economy producing more of the goods intensive in the relatively scarce factors of 

production.  If budget planes are used to carry out your analysis, your economy will 

produce more of the good intensive in the relatively abundant factor of production.  To 

illustrate this difference, two simple animations have been created that show both budget 

and price planes as an economy moves from autarky to free trade.  In addition, Figures 2 

and 3 also present the same idea using still images.  While this will be of no surprise to 
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the reader, these animations might be of use to students and/or dense individuals such as 

myself. 

The second of the two features needed to be touched upon is the three-

dimensional representation of trade triangles ((-)exports and imports).  In the theoretic 

world of two-dimensional trade theory, an economy exports one good and imports the 

other.  The line connecting the production and consumption points represents the 

hypotenuse of a trade triangle.  In three dimensions, the economy exports the good 

intensive in the relatively abundant factor of production and imports the other two goods 

intensive in the relatively scarce factors of production.  Using vector geometry, the 

production and consumption points are connected to form the hypotenuse of the three-

dimensional trade triangle.  Figure 4 illustrates the three trade triangles associated with 

each economic grouping in three-dimensional trade theory. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
 

4D Trade Theory 
 
 

Chapter Four presents each of the models that were graphically and analytically 

expanded into three dimensions.  On the way you will begin to see the utility of the 

overarching concept of the Arc Models.  With the exception of offer curves, which are 

saved for last, we will move through the models in the same order that they were 

historically developed.  We begin with a supply and demand theory of international trade. 

 
Market Supply and Demand 

 Before you dive too deep into each section, it might help to open up an image of 

the model to have handy while you read.  Each section will have its corresponding 

Figure, and the reference image for this section is Figure 4. 

 Economies can be broken up into three categories: service economies, 

manufacturing economies, and agricultural economies.  Using this categorization it is 

possible to succinctly build a set of nine panels that portray international trade from 

which we might, for instance, posit that service economies are the low-cost producers of 

services.  As such, they will win sales on international markets as the result of the extra 

demand from agricultural and manufacturing economies; and the price of services will 

rise for service economies while the price of services will fall for both agricultural and 

manufacturing economies.  These price movements are summarized to the right of the 

panel set on what is simply called a “Price Pole.”  Upon the opening of trade, all 

economies approach the light blue, world price of services.  Furthermore, at this new 
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equilibrium world trade is balanced and excess demand for services equals zero.  This 

last piece of information is summarized along the right side of the panels. 

 One noticeable feature of this categorical methodology is that the analysis is very 

approachable.  The three rows of panels are associated with specific economies which the 

student can identify.  There is no longer the amorphous panel that is associated with the 

“world market.”  After all, what is the world market when both countries are 

manufacturing economies?  Take for instance Finland and Norway.  If these countries 

were to be used in an example to illustrate how prices move towards equilibrium, we 

might theorize that Norway is the low-cost producer of manufacturing goods relative to 

Finland; and thus the price of manufacturing goods in Norway moves upward while the 

price of manufacturing goods falls in Finland.  However, while it is true that these 

movements do take place, it is also the case that these movements take place within a 

single panel on the world trade panel set.  This scenario would help set the price of 

manufactured goods within manufacturing economies, but it would not determine the 

price of manufacturing goods for the entire world market.  “World markets” in this 

example is not world markets at all but rather a subset of the market for manufactured 

goods amongst manufacturing economies.   

Likewise, if we only used a manufacturing economy and an agricultural economy 

for the two panels in the traditional “world market” set, we would still not capture the 

fullness of the price movements.  In the international market for manufactured goods, 

service economies play a large role in affecting the final world price of manufactured 

goods.  In reality, international trade is far more interesting than the two-panel setup with 

the third “world market” panel we use today. 
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 At this point it might be instructive to briefly convey a simple way of categorizing 

countries according to service, manufacturing, and agricultural production.  Those 

familiar with comparative economic statistics might be recalling from somewhere deep 

within their memory banks that if you look at the entire set of international statistics, 

most economies are service intensive.  Indeed, looking at the Value Added as a 

percentage of GDP table on the left-hand side of Figure 13 taken from the 2006 World 

Development Report (World Bank), you can see that if one looks solely at this table it 

would appear that almost all economies are endowed with high-skill labor, and all would 

export services.1  However, it is helpful to approach the statistics with the idea of 

“exportable services” in mind.   

Breaking the list up into three categories, one must choose which countries belong 

with which category.  I have provided a sample categorization in Figure 13 according to 

the color scheme used throughout the Arc Models.  Though there was a method 

employed to divide the nations among the three economic groupings, the point here is not 

to argue about which countries deserve to be in which category, but rather to simply 

recognize that such a categorization is easily possible. 

 
Ricardian Models 

 As pointed out by the many movies created by Hollywood, machines will very 

soon, in some form or fashion, take over the world.  Until that time comes, however, 

labor will continue to be the most important factor of production.  It is no wonder then 

that David Ricardo’s original framework of comparative advantage based on labor and 

labor productivity has spawned so many useful models for economists today.  There are 
                                                 

1The World Bank, World Development Report 2006 (New York, New York: Oxford University 
Press): 296. 
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five Ricardian models included amongst the set of Arc Models: the simple Ricardian 

framework with one mobile factor of production across all sectors; Ricardian world 

production panels illustrating the relative prices that will result in specialization; a 

Ricardian world production illustration that shows the feasible set of production points 

that results from all three economic categories (services, manufacturing, and agriculture) 

producing at once; a Ricardian fixed factor model with three fixed factors of production 

distributed among each sector of the economy; and finally, the Ricardian continuum 

relating to the whole of international trade as presented according to the structure of the 

Arc Models.   

 
The Ricardian Model of Comparative Advantage 

The Ricardian model of comparative advantage is based on an economy with 

three goods, one factor of production (labor), constant returns to scale, and perfect 

competition.  Figure 5 lists these assumptions along with the trade analytics and several 

images of the model.  Production will occur just as one would expect from the two-

dimensional framework, where P(x)≤w*a(L(x)), P(y)≤w*a(L(y)), and P(z)≤w*a(L(z)) – 

where P(n) is the price of good ‘n,’ ‘w’ is the wage of labor, and a(L(n)) is the 

productivity constant for workers producing good ‘n.’  An animation of the Ricardian 

model of comparative advantage is included here. 

 The animation illustrates a manufacturing intensive (y-axis) economy proceeding 

through several scenarios.  Remember, according to the color scheme, the manufacturing 

industry is denoted by the color blue.  In this instance, however, you are graced by 

Baylor’s green and gold.  After pointing out the specialization points on each of the axes, 

the animation cycles through three standard scenarios: the first illustrates the gains from 
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trade; the second illustrates biased growth in which the manufacturing industry (y-axis) 

grows 25 percent while the service and agricultural industries (x and z axes, respectively) 

grow only 10 percent; and the last animation illustrates balanced growth in which all 

sectors of the economy grow 15 percent. 

 
World Production Panels in the Ricardian Model 

 When all three categories of production are combined within the Ricardian 

framework of comparative advantage, we arrive at the Arc Model representation of world 

production.  Figure 7 summarizes world production in the Ricardian model using three 

panels, each showing the production of a single sector.  For example, the left-most panel 

shows the world production of services given the prevailing price of services (P(x)). 

 After studying these panels for a moment, the reader will no doubt spot an 

arbitrary assumption.  While it is not overly problematic to assume that it will be 

profitable for the service industry to produce services at a lower price of services while it 

remains unprofitable for manufacturing and agricultural economies, we move into a gray 

area when deciding which of these other two remaining categories will begin production 

first as the relative price of services begins to rise.  These panels make use of the 

classical, linear approach to economic development in which the first stage of production 

is agriculture, the second stage is manufacturing production, and the third stage is the 

production of services.2 

 (Note: The next three paragraphs provide a brief summarization of the linear 

theory of economic development which is not limited to Ricardian assumptions.) 

                                                 
2Michael P. Todaro and Stephen C. Smith, Economic Development, 9th ed. (Boston, MA: Pearson, 

part of Addison-Wesley, 2006), 104.  
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In the first stage, low-skill labor is abundant; and production is geared toward 

subsistence agriculture.  As the economy begins to implement mechanized production of 

agriculture, the stock of capital in the economy begins to grow, thus paving the way for 

the move into manufacturing.  As manufacturing production increases, the country begins 

to focus on the development of human capital; and the economy moves from being 

capital intensive to being high-skill labor intensive.  As the nation’s capital stock begins 

to wear out, the economy focuses not on manufacturing but on services.  Therefore, with 

rising service prices, manufacturing economies will specialize in the production of 

services before agricultural economies can find it profitable to specialize in services. 

Concerning the production of manufacturing goods, as service economies already 

have the capital and plants that were used in the production of manufactured goods, they 

will be able to specialize in production at a lower relative price of manufactured goods.   

Lastly, by the same reasoning that service economies will have left over capital to 

shift production back into manufactured goods, manufactured economies will be able to 

move back into agricultural production at a lower relative price than the price at which it 

will become profitable for service economies to specialize in agricultural production.  I 

will not argue with anyone who believes these assumptions to be grossly deficient in 

capturing the process an economy takes in development, but bear in mind that they are 

arbitrary.  Feel free to switch the ordering however you see fit.  

 
World Production in the Ricardian Model 

 Take another look at Figure 7.  The analysis of world production under a three-

sector Ricardian framework can be carried out just as in a two-dimensional framework.  

The only difference is in the shape of the production set.  In order to simplify the 
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analysis, we can isolate two of the axes to return to a two-dimensional framework with 

three sectors of production.  Take a look at any of the three pictures along the bottom of 

Figure 7.  These illustrations isolate the axes representing service (S), manufacturing (M), 

and/or agricultural (A) production.  When analyzing these pictures, it is best to look at the 

axis labels rather than observing the color of the lines.  The reason is that, depending on 

the point of view, the order of production along one axis can change.  We shall consider 

the production of agriculture (z-axis) as an example.   

Note that, as is the convention from traditional trade theory, I use the same 

production frontier for each category of production.  The manufacturing production 

frontier is merely the services production frontier rotated 90 degrees about the x, y, and z 

axes.  Likewise, the services production frontier is the agricultural production frontier 

rotated 90 degrees about the x and y axes.  All three production frontiers shown are the 

exact same production frontier; the only difference is their orientation in 3D space.   

Looking closely at the pictorial representation of agricultural production in the 

top-right hand corner of Figure 7, observe that the manufacturing economy can produce a 

greater amount of agricultural goods relative to the service economy.  In world 

production, therefore, if agricultural production capacity were to be listed out in order 

from greatest to least, you would order the categories as follows: agriculture economies, 

manufacturing economies, and service economies.  However, if you were to change the 

ordering of manufacturing and service economies, you would still reach the same 

production point albeit through a different ordering.  This is what you are seeing when 

you look at the back corner of Ricardian World Production in a perspective view.  Both 
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orderings add up to the maximum production of z, but only one way lists the production 

in order from greatest to least. 

 Now, take a look back at the front, perspective view of the model.  Two specific 

points are usually pointed out in a two-dimensional analysis: the first is the point at which 

every economic grouping specializes in what they do best, the second is the point at 

which every economic grouping specializes in what they do worst.  In the Arc Model 

representation of Ricardian world production, the gold point is the point at which service, 

manufacturing, and agricultural economies specialize in services, manufactured goods, 

and agricultural goods, respectively.  This is also the maxima world production point 

which allows the world to reach the highest utility curve given the current price ratio.   

The black point in the model (look through the large, transparent box to the 

smaller box lying within) is the point at which every economy specializes in what they do 

worst.  Agricultural economies produce manufactured goods, manufacturing economies 

produce services, and service economies produce agricultural goods.  The black point is 

also the minima world production point and the point which will lead to the lowest utility 

curve given the current price ratio.  The points that exist between the black and gold 

points and within the corner solutions on each axis make up the feasible set of world 

production. 

 
The Ricardian Fixed Factor Model 

 When labor is restricted in its movement across sectors it is said to be fixed in its 

respective sector.  Thus, the Ricardian fixed factor model is based on an economy with 

three goods, three fixed factors of production (specialized labor in the service, 

manufacturing, and agricultural industries), constant returns to scale, and perfect 
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competition.  Figure 6 presents a list of these assumptions along with the trade analytics 

and images of the model.  Production will occur where P(x)≤w(x)*a(L(x)), 

P(y)≤w(y)*a(L(x)), and P(z)≤w(z)*a(L(z)), as one would expect from the two 

dimensional framework.  An animation of the Ricardian fixed factor model is included 

here. 

 In the animation, after identifying how the production frontier is based upon the 

labor and labor productivity in each sector, a manufacturing intensive economy proceeds 

through three basic scenarios.  The first scenario illustrates the gains from trade, the 

second illustrates biased growth in which the manufacturing sector grows 25 percent 

while the two remaining sectors only grow 10 percent, and the third and final scenario 

illustrates balanced growth in which all sectors grow 15 percent.  Analysis using calculus 

can be carried out further from this point; and to no surprise, it flows perfectly from two 

to three dimensions.  Remember, though, the purpose of this thesis is not to teach trade 

theory but rather to build the Arc Models. 

 
The Ricardian Continuum of Goods Model 

 In a world with many goods, one factor of production, and Ricardian equivalents 

for the remaining assumptions, we can build a model to illustrate how a country’s wage 

rate and export volume can be affected by the size and productivity of the foreign and 

domestic labor forces.  By ordering these goods according to their labor productivity, we 

arrive at a very useful theory of trade based on the Ricardian model of comparative 

advantage.   

 In two dimensions two nations can be represented at one time.  With the Arc 

Models, however, we recognize that there are only three separate categories of countries: 
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service, manufacturing, and agricultural economies.  As such, if we pair service 

economies with manufacturing economies, agricultural economies with service 

economies, and manufacturing economies with agricultural economies, we can capture 

the entire world with only three, independent, two-dimensional models.  Furthermore, by 

combining these three, two-dimensional continua, we create a visual that encapsulates the 

entire world.  Figure 8 presents a summary of this model just as was done for the 

previous models.  As you can see, each side is simply a single instance of the Ricardian 

continuum; but when combined, the view from the top illustrates the share of world trade 

that each category holds.   

 While watching the animation of this model, it is useful to examine both the top 

and perspective views.  While one can see what is happening on the “floor” of the model 

in the perspective view, if you wish to isolate the share of world trade held by each 

group, the top view is available. 

 It is important to remember that, in the Ricardian continuum of goods model, each 

economic grouping is not specialized in the production of their respective sector. (e.g. 

Service economies are not specialized in services.)  Instead, if we are to use service 

economies as an example, this group has the ability to export an entire range of goods not 

limited to services.  The amount of services exported will depend primarily upon the size 

and productivity of the labor force. 

 For additional concreteness, consider the two-dimensional case of trade between 

service and manufacturing economies.   Depending on their respective productivities, 

service economies might find it profitable to export automobiles while also exporting 

financial services.  Contrarily, if manufacturing labor is paid less relative to the labor in 
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service economies, manufacturing economies might be able to export a greater range of 

the goods that both service and manufacturing economies produce. 

There are five scenarios depicted within the animation.  The first scenario depicts 

labor in service economies increasing their productivity relative to both manufacturing 

and agricultural labor.  The second scenario illustrates the case in which service labor 

increase their productivity relative only to their manufacturing counterparts.  The third 

scenario shows a decrease in the wage level of service economies.  The fourth scenario 

depicts the labor forces of agricultural economies increasing in size over time while the 

labor forces in manufacturing and service economies remain constant.  The fifth and last 

scenario is the case in which manufacturing labor increase their productivity relative only 

to service labor. 

 
The Findlay-Grubert Diagram 

 The next Arc Model uses the approach first pioneered by Ysidro Edgeworth to 

create a theory of international trade based on isoquant production theory with three 

sectors and three factors of production.  This model came into its own as a theory of 

trade, however, with the work that Ronald Findlay and Harry Grubert published in 1959.3  

However, before we begin with this model, I would like to take a moment to touch on the 

production theory behind the next few models. 

 The Arc Models make use of pictorial representations of Cobb-Douglas 

production functions that are homogenous of degree one with three factors of production 

and constant returns to scale.  Under the Arc Model framework, a sample production 

function with this structure can be represented using the following equation: 
                                                 

3R. Findlay and H. Grubert, "Factor Intensities, Technological Progress, and International Trade," 
Oxford Economic Papers (February 1959): 111-121.  
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Q=F(H,L,K)=m*H^(1/3)*L^(1/3)*K^(1/3) where H is the amount of high-skill labor, L 

is the amount of low-skill labor, and K is the amount of capital used in production.   

Within 3ds Max I built multiple arrays of isoquant sets.  Though I originally had 

no intention of creating a continuous set of isoquants for this thesis, necessity called for a 

set of isoquants that could not only be animated, but that would be continuous as well.  A 

nice feature of 3ds Max is the ability to morph objects between one another so long as 

they have the same number of vertices.  Take a look at Figure 17 to see three sample sets 

of isoquant level sets with their respective expansion paths.  Each set has 14 different 

isoquants on the expansion path, the first of which targets each of the other isoquants to 

morph seamlessly between the entire set.  As such, it is possible to animate a continuous 

isoquant set to fill what becomes necessitated within the scenario under discussion!  You 

can even create an intersection Boolean object out of the isoquant set and, say, a 

Standard Primative - Cone object so that the visualization is not lost amidst the three 

isoquant sets. (See the Findlay-Grubert diagram in the center of Figure 17)  Still more 

amazing is that you can morph between several entirely different isoquant sets!  For 

example, you can create a master isoquant set that morphs into a slave set after biased 

growth takes place. (You will see an animation demonstrating this scenario just below)  

The same can be done with indifference sets, but for the sake of simplicity I chose to 

employ the convention utilized in most textbooks of a simple utility curve lying on an 

indifference expansion path.  Within each grouping of countries, whether it is a service, 

manufacturing, or agriculturally intensive economy, there exists the same three sectors of 

production.  For example, while a service economy might be the low cost producer of 

services, the economy nonetheless has manufacturing and agricultural sectors as well.  
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Each of these sectors makes use of the three factors of production available to the 

economy.  The manufacturing sector within the service economy might be primarily 

intensive in capital, but it will also make use of some quantities of both high and low-

skill labor.  Furthermore, when the economy is in equilibrium it will be using all of its 

capital, high-skill labor, and low-skill labor.  Depending on factor prices, the economy 

might become more intensive in one factor of production over another.  Thus, trade 

theory can be illustrated using production isoquants and the techniques pioneered by 

Findlay and Grubert. 

Let us observe the dynamic representation of the Findlay-Grubert diagram.  I have 

included three different views of this animation: a perspective-view, a top-view, and a 

close-up view.  The animation follows the same scenario ordering as previous 

animations: the first scenario shows the opening of trade, the second scenario shows 

balanced growth in each factor of production (25 percent), and the last scenario shows 

biased growth in capital (25 percent). 

As with the previous animations, we will be using a manufacturing/capital 

intensive economy for our example.  Take another look at Figure 17.  In this figure we 

see the expansion paths (denoted by the colored arrows) of each sector within the 

manufacturing economy.  As with the rest of the Arc Models, the blue, red, and green 

arrows denote the manufacturing, service, and agricultural sectors of the economy, 

respectively.  In addition to each of these three arrows, the central, white arrow represents 

the overall factor intensity of the economy. 

In this graphical depiction of the Findlay-Grubert model, the starting level of 

manufacturing production is 60.5 units while the current level of service and agricultural 
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production is 49.2 and 46.1 units, respectively.  Furthermore, given the current factor 

prices at this level of production, the manufacturing sector makes use of the following 

levels of factors of production: 200.6 units of capital, 44.5 units of high-skill labor, and 

70.0 units of low-skill labor.  The manufacturing expansion path was arbitrarily designed 

to be primarily intensive in capital, secondly intensive in low-skill labor, and least 

intensive in high-skill labor.  At the current factor prices and level of production, the 

service sector uses 162.8 units of high-skill labor, 59.5 units of capital, and 41.0 units of 

low-skill labor. (If one is curious as to why the service industry would be secondly 

intensive in capital, consider the billions of dollars that are spent on computers and 

computer software each year.) 

Finally, at the prevailing factor prices and current level of production, the 

agricultural sector uses 133.9 units of low-skill labor, 80.0 units of capital, and 51.3 units 

of high-skill labor.  Together, this manufacturing economy uses a total of 340.1 units of 

capital, 258.6 units of high-skill labor, and 244.9 units of low-skill labor.  This point is 

plotted along the white arrow with a large, gold dot as shown in the figure. 

With the opening of trade (the first scenario depicted), the price of manufactured 

goods rises in a manufacturing economy, and the prices of services and agricultural goods 

fall.  As such, the prices of the factors of production intensive in these goods will also 

follow the same pattern.  In a manufacturing economy, capital becomes more expensive, 

and labor becomes less expensive.  A new equilibrium is found after the price of capital 

increases 25 percent, and the price of both high and low-skill labor decreases 25 percent.   

It is important to note that in this scenario the white arrow does not move.  The 

economy did not gain nor lose labor and/or capital in the opening of trade.  However, as 
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capital is now more expensive, each sector of the economy will use relatively less capital 

and more labor in production.  In addition, the agriculture and service sectors release just 

enough factors of production so that the manufacturing sector can produce more (80.8 

units) while services and agriculture produce less (32.1 and 38.0 units, respectively).  At 

these levels of production, the service sector makes use of 111.1 units of high-skill labor, 

24.9 units of capital, and 27.0 units of low-skill labor; the agricultural sector uses 53.7 

units of high-skill labor, 57.0 units of capital, and 113.9 units of low-skill labor; and the 

manufacturing sector now uses 93.8 units of high-skill labor, 258.2 units of capital, and 

104.0 units of low-skill labor.  The economy as a whole still only has 258.6 units of high-

skill labor, 340.1 units of capital, and 244.9 units of low-skill labor, exactly the same as 

before. 

The second scenario illustrates balanced growth in which each factor of 

production increases by 25 percent. This does not alter the expansion paths (arrows) of 

any of the sectors, but it does affect the level of production in each sector.  If you recall, 

at time=0 the manufacturing, service, and agricultural sectors each produce 60.5, 49.2, 

and 46.1 units, respectively, with 258.6 units of high-skill labor, 340.1 units of capital, 

and 244.9 units of low-skill labor.  After balanced growth, the manufacturing, service, 

and agricultural sectors each produce 76.3, 62.1, and 57.8 units, respectively, with 323.3 

units of high-skill labor, 425.1 units of capital, and 306.2 units of low-skill labor. The 

balanced growth of 25 percent in each of the factors of production results in a 25 percent 

increase in the production of each sector.  This is a fact arising from the assumption of 

constant returns to scale. 
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The last scenario depicts biased growth toward manufacturing production and 

only the stock of capital increases by 25 percent. What results is the Rybczynski Theorem 

in which, at constant commodity/factor prices, an increase in the endowment of one 

factor will increase by a greater proportion the output of the commodity intensive in that 

factor while the output of both the other commodities falls.4  

As before, at time=0 the manufacturing, service, and agricultural sectors produce 

60.5, 49.2, and 46.1 units, respectively, with 258.6 units of high-skill labor, 340.1 units of 

capital, and 244.9 units of low-skill labor.  After biased growth, the manufacturing, 

service, and agricultural sectors produce 93.0, 46.2, and 33.3 units, respectively, with 

258.6 units of high-skill labor, 425.1 units of capital, and 244.9 units of low-skill labor.  

Thus, at constant commodity/factor prices, capital increased by 25 percent, and 

manufacturing output increased 53.7 percent while both service and agricultural output 

fell.  Even though a formal, three-dimensional graphical proof of the Rybczynski 

Theorem is not presented within this thesis, it certainly seems to hold. 

I will point out one last thing before moving on to the next model.  If you recall 

the discussion above concerning the production isoquants that can be created using 3ds 

Max, you might remember something about the capability of morphing between two 

entirely different isoquant sets.  This is shown in the first scenario illustrating the gains 

from trade.  In this scenario, each sector of the manufacturing economy becomes less 

intensive in the now more expensive capital; and each isoquant expansion path (the RGB 

arrows) moves away from the y-axis.  However, along with the three new expansion 

paths come three entirely new sets of production functions.  3ds Max allows you to work 

within the new Boolean object to do just that.  What appears to be the isoquants 
                                                 

4Salvatore, "International Economics," 202.  
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arbitrarily bouncing around in the animation is actually the isoquant sets morphing 

between the master set and the new, slave set. 

 
The Standard Trade Model 

 The standard trade model is the heart of trade theory.  In a three-dimensional 

framework, the standard trade model is based on an economy with three goods 

(manufacturing, services, and agriculture); three mobile factors of production (capital, 

high-skill labor, and low-skill labor); constant returns to scale; and perfect competition.  

Figure 11 presents a list of these assumptions along with the trade analytics and several 

images of the model.  An animation of the standard trade model is included here.  For a 

closer look at the model, another view of the animation is included here. 

 Note: In developed economies agriculture is primarily a capital intensive process 

while in developing economies it is readily accepted that, on the aggregate, agriculture is 

largely dependent on low-skill labor.  Remember, the Arc Models were not designed to 

model only the developed world but rather the current state of production in the entire 

world.  As such, I chose to model agriculture as being intensive in low-skill labor. 

 The pictorial representation of the standard trade model is used to illustrate most 

scenarios arising in trade theory, from the gains arising from trade, to trade interventions, 

to balanced and biased growth.  As such, I illustrated as many theoretic scenarios as 

possible in order to be completely thorough.  The following list is the order in which the 

scenarios are presented. 

 
Standard Trade Animation List 

 (Set #1: Using only the Production Frontier) 
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1. Balanced growth: (X: 50%, Y: 50%, Z: 50%) 

2. Biased growth towards manufacturing: (X: 25%, Y: 50%, Z: 25%) 

3. Biased growth towards services: (X: 50%, Y: 25%, Z: 25%) 

4. Biased growth towards agriculture: (X: 25%, Y: 25%, Z: 50%) 

5. Biased growth towards manufacturing and services: (X: 50%, Y: 50%, Z: 25%) 

6. Biased growth towards manufacturing and agriculture: (X: 25%, Y: 50%, Z: 50%) 

7. Biased growth towards services and agriculture: (X: 50%, Y: 25%, Z: 50%) 

8. Neutral technical progress in manufacturing: (Y: 50%) 

9. Neutral technical progress in services: (X: 50%) 

10. Neutral technical progress in agriculture: (Z: 50%) 

11. Neutral technical progress in manufacturing and services: (X: 50%, Y: 50%) 

12. Neutral technical progress in manufacturing and agriculture: (Y: 50%, Z: 50%) 

13. Neutral technical progress in services and agriculture: (X: 50%, Z: 50%) 

(Set #2: The Gains from Trade) 

14. The gains from frade 

(Set #3: The Small-Country Case (constant prices)) 

15. Balanced growth: (X: 10%, Y: 10%, Z: 10%) 

16. Biased growth towards manufacturing: (X: 10%, Y: 25%, Z: 10%) 

17. Biased growth towards services: (X: 25%, Y: 10%, Z: 10%) 

18. Biased growth towards agriculture: (X: 10%, Y: 10%, Z: 25%) 

19. Biased growth towards manufacturing and services: (X: 25%, Y: 25%, Z: 10%) 

20. Biased growth towards manufacturing and agriculture: (X: 10%, Y: 25%, Z: 25%) 

21. Biased growth towards services and agriculture: (X: 25%, Y: 10%, Z: 25%) 
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22. Neutral technical progress in manufacturing: (Y: 25%) 

23. Neutral technical progress in services: (X: 25%) 

24. Neutral technical progress in agriculture: (Z: 25%) 

25. Neutral technical progress in manufacturing and services: (X: 25%, Y: 25%) 

26. Neutral technical progress in manufacturing and agriculture: (Y: 25%, Z: 25%) 

27. Neutral technical progress in services and agriculture: (X: 25%, Z: 25%) 

28. Tariff on manufactured goods: (Y: 25%) 

29. Tariff on services: (X: 25%) 

30. Tariff on agricultural goods: (Z: 25%) 

31. Tariff on manufactured goods and services: (X: 25%, Y: 25%) 

32. Tariff on manufactured and agricultural goods: (Y: 25%, Z: 25%) 

33. Tariff on services and agricultural goods: (X: 25%, Z: 25%) 

34. Production subsidy on manufactured goods: (Y: 25%) 

35. Production subsidy on services: (X: 25%) 

36. Production subsidy on agricultural goods: (Z: 25%) 

37. Production subsidy on manufactured goods and services: (X: 25%, Y: 25%) 

38. Production subsidy on manufactured and agricultural goods: (Y: 25%, Z: 25%) 

39. Production subsidy on services and agricultural goods: (X: 25%, Y: 25%) 

40. Consumption tax on manufactured goods: (Y: 25%) 

41. Consumption tax on services: (X: 25%) 

42. Consumption tax on agricultural goods: (Z: 25%) 

43. Consumption tax on manufactured goods and services: (X: 25%, Y: 25%) 

44. Consumption tax on manufactured and agricultural goods: (Y: 25%, Z: 25%) 
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45. Consumption tax on services and agricultural goods: (X: 25%, Z: 25%) 

46. Receipt of an exogenous transfer of income: (Consumption frontier: 25%) 

47. Trade in intermediates: (PPF: 50%) 

(Set #4: The Large-Country Case) 

48. Balanced growth: (X: 10%, Y: 10%, Z: 10%) 

49. Biased growth towards manufacturing: (X: 10%, Y: 25%, Z: 10%) 

50. Biased growth towards services: (X: 25%, Y: 10%, Z: 10%) 

51. Biased growth towards agriculture: (X: 10%, Y: 10%, Z: 25%) 

52. Biased growth towards manufacturing and services: (X: 25%, Y: 25%, Z: 10%) 

53. Biased growth towards manufacturing and agriculture: (X: 10%, Y: 25%, Z: 25%) 

54. Biased growth towards services and agriculture: (X: 25%, Y: 10%, Z: 25%) 

55. Neutral technical progress in manufacturing: (Y: 25%) 

56. Neutral technical progress in services: (X: 25%) 

57. Neutral technical progress in agriculture: (Z: 25%) 

58. Neutral technical progress in manufacturing and services: (X: 25%, Y: 25%) 

59. Neutral technical progress in manufacturing and agriculture: (Y: 25%, Z: 25%) 

60. Neutral technical progress in services and agriculture: (X: 25%, Z: 25%) 

 
 Note: As the reader already knows with respect to the “large-country” case, there 

is an infinite set of possible solutions to each of these scenarios depending on the various 

factors affecting the price levels in each sector.  As such, it is best to use offer curves to 

analyze the effects of large country growth.  However, these 13 examples provide a 

glimpse of one solution for each scenario, showing how a “large-country” can affect 

world price levels. 
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The Gains from Trade 

 One of the first sparks of impetus to create the Arc Models came out of my 

frustration in applying the gains from trade framework developed by Professor Earl 

Grinols to the real world using our pedagogical core.  Most of the data provided by 

international statistical agencies is broken into (at least) three sectors of production which 

cannot be handled within a two-dimensional framework.  However, after six months of 

conceptualization and work, the Arc Models now meet this need. (See Figure 12)  As 

mentioned above, the most exciting part of this particular extension is that the original 

analytical framework does not need to be modified at all to fit a three-dimensional model.  

Though the task of presenting the gains from trade for the U.S. economy will be saved for 

another day, we can at least see exactly how to apply the analytics in this animation. 

 
The U.S. Economy 

 It is difficult to convince students of trade theory that the world around them can 

fit into a two-dimensional model.  It can take some time to try to find the right data to fit 

into a two-dimensional model that captures the essence of international trade.  However, 

if the Arc Models are more applicable to the real world surrounding us, let us consider an 

example of applying real world data within the three-dimensional graphical framework. 

 Using the standard trade model with three goods and three factors of production, 

we can create an approximate graphical representation of the United States’ economy in 

about a day-and-a-half using eight tables (B-1; B-8; B-24; B-62; B-65; B-97; B-101; B-

102) of a single report, the 2006 Economic Report of the President (ERP).  The hardest 

part of creating this graphical representation was not in trying to fit the data into the 

model, but rather to resign oneself to create a simple representation of the U.S. economy 
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when it was so easy to add detail and expand the time horizon.  For instance, in order to 

give the animation a larger time frame, I used nominal data dating back to 1975 rather 

than real data that in some cases did not happen to be available in the report.  To be sure, 

the 2006 ERP data can be supplemented with data from the BEA, BLS, Census Bureau, 

ITC, Stat-USA, or any other number of statistical databases; but it is important to show 

the ease of applicability using the Arc Models. 

 As I alluded to above, the CGI representation of the U.S. economy runs 30 years 

from 1975 to 2005.  For a reference point, 1975 was four years before the Tokyo Round 

of trade negotiations under the GATT and one year after The Trade Reform Act of 1974 

authorized the President of the United States to negotiate reductions in tariff and non-

tariff barriers.5  In 1975, total trade, imports plus exports, in all three sectors of 

production amounted to 17.8 percent of GDP.  By 2005, total trade in all three sectors of 

production had increased to 27.6 percent of GDP.6  

Figure 13 provides screen shots that show both the first and last static 

observations and the paths of production and consumption from 1975 to 2005.  Though 

this is not a paper on American economic history, note that it was not until 1998/1999 

that the U.S. economy really began to specialize in services.  During the late 1970s and 

1980s the U.S. economy was still characterized by manufacturing production and blue-

collar workers. (And yes, that is why blue was used for manufacturing.) 

 A few conventions are worth noting before we watch the animation.  As you can 

see, the only price levels in the figures are the prices facing consumers (CPI) and 

                                                 
5Salvatore, "International Economics," 298.  

 
6Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisors, 2006 Economic Report of the President 

(Washington, D.C.: GPO, 2006), Tables B-1, B-24, B-101. 
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producers (PPI).  In the 2006 Economic Report of the President there are no tables that 

cover world prices for the manufacturing, agricultural, or service industries.   

Furthermore, all price levels were normalized to 100 for 1975.  This serves two 

purposes: first, normalizing price levels helps to accentuate the differences in price levels 

across industries over the course of the animation; and secondly, normalizing the price 

levels aids in the creation of a budget plane.  Speaking of which, remember how I ran the 

difference between price planes and budget planes into the ground?  Now you can 

understand why.   

Suppose you have a set of price levels facing producers and consumers.  If you 

were to plot these directly into the model you would end up creating a price plane that 

would be confusing.  Instead, if you divide GDP (income) by the industry price levels 

you can derive the budget plane anchors along the axes.   

If you are wondering how the PPF curve was created for the model, I used a 

technique that turned out to be quite practical.  If we ignore unemployment in the model, 

in each year we have a point along the edge of the production frontier.  Furthermore, the 

PPI budget plane gives us the tangency of the production frontier at that point in three-

dimensional space.  As such, if we use a basic production frontier, there is only one 

frontier than can meet these two criteria in any given year.  The reason is that if the 

frontier extends too far in one direction, it will either extend beyond the black production 

dot or not meet the tangency of the PPI budget plane at the production point.  This is a 

very practical way to illustrate a production frontier without deriving one for every 

period.  Lastly, in order to create an indifference curve expansion path, I used a simple 
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OLS regression to create a path from the points of consumption for the utility curve to 

follow throughout the animation.  Okay, let us take a look at the animation.  Click here. 

There are a few, specific points worth noting.  First, the most obvious fact evident 

from the model is the effect U.S. agricultural subsidies are having on agricultural prices.  

Watch how the CPI budge plane anchor on the z-axis sails upward to almost twice the 

height of the PPI budget plane anchor.  Indeed, agricultural goods have become much 

cheaper to U.S. consumers relative to services and manufacturing goods, but the price 

supports to U.S. farmers have resulted in an artificially high price level for agricultural 

producers.  Another observable fact is how small agricultural production is relative to 

service and manufacturing production.  Over the period 1975 to 2005, the ratio of 

agricultural production to GDP becomes even smaller.  In 1975 this ratio is 6.1 percent, 

but by 2005 the ratio has fallen to only 2.4 percent.7  In order to emphasize this, the 

animation ends with a top-down shot of the U.S. economy.  The U.S. economy today 

might indeed be approximated by a two-dimensional model!   

The last point worth noting is what happens to manufacturing prices during this 

period.  With the tariff and non-tariff barriers in place for the U.S. economy, the 

consequence for the U.S. consumer was higher prices for manufactured goods.  Keep an 

eye on the CPI budget plane anchor along the y-axis as it falls behind the PPI budget 

plane anchor, indicating a higher consumer price level for manufactured goods relative to 

the price level facing producers. 

To better understand how the tabular data from the 2006 Economic Report of the 

President was used to create a three-dimensional, dynamic CGI representation of the U.S. 

economy, the remainder of this section will be devoted to a detailed description of how 
                                                 

7Ibid.Tables B-1, B-97. 
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3ds Max can be used to create a graphic representation of the static observation for the 

year 2000 from the period 1975-2005. 

 
Creating the Production Sphere 

3ds Max can create a sphere at the origin of the system to represent the production 

point within the model.  To create a sphere, either use MaxScript, the programming 

language built into 3ds Max, or create a Standard Primative - Sphere object from the 

Create Object command panel by clicking and dragging the mouse in any of the 

viewports.  The coordinates of the production sphere are taken from Table B-8, Gross 

domestic product by major type of product, 1959-2005, and Table B-97, Farm Income.  

As convention, the x-coordinate will represent service production.  For example, reading 

from the Services column of Table B-8, enter a value of 5,425.6 as the x-coordinate for 

the production sphere into the transform box.  Now, reading from the Total Goods 

column, enter a value of 3,449.3 as the y-coordinate to represent manufacturing 

production.  Finally, reading from the Total Gross Farm Income column of Table B-97, 

enter a value of 242.0 for the z-coordinate of the production sphere to represent total 

agricultural production.  3ds Max creates the mathematical model to translate the graphic 

from the inputted data, and the production sphere will now rest at the point 

(x,y,z)=(5425.6, 3449.3, 242.0) in three-dimensional space. 

 
Creating the Consumption Sphere 

To create the trade triangle that exists between the production and consumption 

spheres, thus placing the consumption sphere in three-dimensional space, use export and 

import data from Table B-24, Foreign transactions in the national income and product 
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accounts, 1959-2005, and Table 102, U.S. exports and imports of agricultural 

commodities, 1945-2005.   

Create a new sphere at the origin of the system by keying in coordinate and radius 

parameters into the Keyboard Entry dialog boxes for Standard Primitive - Sphere objects 

(another way of creating objects within 3ds Max) to represent the consumption point 

within the model.  Using the Exports of goods and services and Imports of goods and 

services columns from Table B-24, subtract the total number of Goods exports (784.3) 

from the amount of Goods imports (1243.5) to calculate the balance of goods trade for 

the year 2005.  This value, 459.2, will be added to the y-coordinate of the production 

sphere to represent manufacturing consumption.  Using the same table, subtract the total 

number of Services exports (311.9) from the amount of Services imports (232.3) to 

calculate the balance of services trade for the year 2005.  This value, -79.6, will be added 

to the x-coordinate of the production sphere to represent services consumption.  Finally, 

using the Total Exports and Total Imports columns from Table 102, subtract the total 

number of Agricultural exports (51.2) from the amount of Agricultural imports (39) to 

obtain the balance of agricultural exports.  This value, -12.2, is added to the z-coordinate 

of the production sphere to obtain the final coordinate of the consumption sphere, now 

resting at point (x,y,z)=(5346, 3908.5, 229.8).  Again, 3ds Max creates the mathematical 

model to transform the sphere in three-dimensional space.  

 
Creating the Budget Planes 

The producer and consumer budget planes for the model are created using Table 

B-62, Commodity price indexes for commodities, services, and special groups, 1960-

2005; Table B-65, Producer price indexes by stage of processing, 1959-2005; Table B-
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101, Agricultural price indexes and farm real estate value, 1975-2005; and Table B-1, 

Gross domestic product, 1959-2005.  As mentioned above, in order to emphasize the 

price movements over the period, all price indices are normalized to 100 for the base year 

1975. 

The producer budget plane will pass through the center of the production sphere 

in three-dimensional space.  Within 3ds Max, create three spheres that will anchor the 

producer budget plane to the axes.  The coordinates of the service, manufacturing, and 

agricultural anchors will be of the form (x,0,0), (0,y,0), (0,0,z), thus placing each anchor 

on its respective axis.  From the first column of Table B-65, Total finished goods, divide 

the producer price index for the year 2000 (138.0) by the price index for the year 1975 

(58.2) and multiply by 100.  This value, 237, will now be divided into Gross domestic 

product from Table B-1 for the year 2000 to obtain the budget anchor for the y-axis 

(x,y,z)=(0,4189,0).   

The only price indices reported in the 2006 Economic Report of the President for 

the service industry are consumer prices.  Therefore, it is necessary in this simplified 

version to use the index from Table B-62 under the heading All Services for both the 

consumer and producer budget planes.  Using the technique described above, calculate 

the x-axis budget anchor coordinate by first dividing the price index for the year 2000 

(195.3) by the index value for the year 1975 (48.0), and multiplying by 100.  Then divide 

this value (407) into Gross domestic product for the year 2000 to obtain the point 

(x,y,z)=(2413,0,0). 

Finally, using Table B-101, under the heading Prices received by farmers / All 

farm products, calculate the last budget anchor for the z-axis using the same method.  For 
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the year 2000, the agricultural budget anchor position will have the coordinates 

(x,y,z)=(0,0,3845). 

Within 3ds Max, create a Shapes - Spline object between these three budget 

anchors with the snaps toggle set to pivot with the three anchors acting as helpers for the 

vertices of the spline.  Link the anchors to the vertices of the spline.  In order to create a 

plane from the spline object, convert the spline to an Editable Poly object.  Now change 

the coordinates of the budget plane's pivot position to the origin of the system.  This way, 

the proportional relation between the budget anchors is maintained while you scale the 

entire plane to match the position of the production sphere in three-dimensional space.  

Now create three new spheres at the origin of the system and repeat the process for the 

consumption budget plane using the same tables listed and technique used above in 

creating the production budget plane. 

 
Creating the Production Frontier and the Utility Curve 

To illustrate the production frontier and utility curve for the year 2000, use the 

convention employed in most international trade textbooks of using generic curves to fit 

the tangencies created by the producer and consumer budget planes at the coordinates of 

the production and consumption spheres.  There are many techniques that can be used to 

create the production frontier and utility curve within 3ds Max.  First and foremost, 3ds 

Max has a powerful scripting engine, MaxScript, in which the user can manually enter a 

set of expressions/equations into the MaxScript Listener.  The MaxScript programming 

language is easy enough for non-programmers to use as there are few punctuation and/or 

formatting rules while remaining powerful enough to create scalable 3D visualizations of 

even the most complex functions. 
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However, as mentioned above, the main command panels of 3ds Max allow the 

user to create shapes and surfaces, free-hand, in three-dimensional space by clicking-and-

dragging into any of the viewports while the MaxScript programming language is 

automatically generated by the modeling tool behind the scenes.  To create an ellipsoid 

for the production frontier, for example, the user can create a Standard Primitive Object - 

Sphere by keying in the parameters (radius, coordinate position, segments, hemisphere, 

etc.), and then using Slice modifiers to establish visibility constraints so that only the first 

octant will be visible.  From this point the ellipsoid can be converted to an Editable Mesh 

and moved, rotated, and/or rescaled either uniformly or non-uniformly.  In addition, an 

ellipsoid can be created using spline objects by first drawing a closed cross-section of the 

ellipsoid, and then converting the path to an Editable Mesh.  From this point, Lathe and 

Free Form Deformation (FFD) modifiers are used to model the ellipsoid from the cross-

section.   

As another example, to create a generic utility curve (not the isoquant/indifference 

sets illustrated in the Findlay-Grubert diagram), a Shapes - Spline object can be used to 

draw a cross-section of the curve after which a Lathe modifier can be applied to generate 

the three-dimensional surface.  Lastly, by using an Animation - Path Constraint, another 

spline object can be created to act as the expansion path for the utility curve. 

Once the production frontier and utility curve have been created, adjust the 

scaling of the frontier to come in contact with the tangency of the budget plane, and 

adjust the positioning of the utility curve to come into tangency with the consumer budget 

plane at the coordinates of the consumption sphere.  This technique of creating shapes 

and surfaces from Standard Primitive and/or Spline objects allows the user to quickly and 
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easily create generic approximations of production frontiers and utility curves for use as 

pedagogical tools. 

After placing the production and consumption spheres in three-dimensional space 

using production and export/import data, after creating the producer and consumer budget 

planes using price indices and GDP, and after placing and scaling the production frontier 

and utility curves, the static observation for the year 2000 is now complete.  The same 

process and techniques were used to create the remaining 34 static observations.  Path 

constraints and keyframe animation were employed to blend the static observations 

together into a three-dimensional, dynamic CGI representation of the U.S. economy from 

1975-2005. 

 
The Heckscher-Ohlin Model 

 To illustrate the Heckscher-Ohlin theory and the Factor-Price Equalization 

Theorem, I make use of a three-dimensional graphical representation of the Heckscher-

Ohlin model. (See Figure 14)  According to the Heckscher-Ohlin theory, as each 

economic grouping moves from autarky to free trade, international trade will bring about 

the equalization of both commodity and factor prices in relative and absolute terms. 

 Of note is that in the free trade equilibrium, P(x)=P(y)=P(z)=1.  This is easily 

observed by creating a normal (vector) from the surface of the budget plane or by 

observing the final resting points of the budget plane anchors.  Furthermore, in the free 

trade equilibrium, service economies export 190 units of services to pay for 80 and 110 

units of manufacturing and agricultural imports, respectively.  In addition, manufacturing 

economies export 190 units of manufacturing goods to pay for 80 and 110 units of 

agricultural and service imports, respectively.  Lastly, agricultural economies export 190 
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units of agricultural goods to pay for 80 and 110 units of service and manufacturing 

imports, respectively.  In each sector of the world economy, trade is balanced.  To see a 

perspective view of the animation, click here.  For a close-up view of the animation, click 

here. 

 Note: Recall that, as always, the light blue and orange colors indicate commodity 

and factor prices, respectively. 

 
The 4-Factor Model 

 So far the models expanded thus far were based on a three-sector split of world 

production into services, manufacturing, and agricultural goods.  While these three 

sectors do in fact make up the bulk of international trade, what can we say about trade in 

natural resources?  To be sure, this sector accounted for 12 percent of international trade 

in 2004.8  Originally, I intended to combine both agriculture and natural resources into 

the same category, but after careful thought I could not justify grouping the two together.  

While I might be able to assume that agriculture production taken as a whole around the 

world is primarily low-skill labor intensive, I certainly cannot assume the same for 

natural resource extraction.  Though low-skill labor plays a major role in this industry, I 

believe that when limited to three factors of production, resource extraction is primarily 

capital intensive.   

However, if land is included as the fourth factor of production, we can group 

these two sectors of production together by assuming both to be primarily land-intensive.  

This is why the applicability of the 4-Factor model cannot be understated.  It was 

designed to capture the entire world.  The three sectors of production in the 4-Factor 

                                                 
8World Trade Organization, "International Trade Statistics 2005," 110.  
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framework are manufacturing, services, and agriculture/natural resources.  The three 

fixed factors of production are capital, high-skill labor, and land, respectively; while low-

skilled labor is the mobile factor of production.  Using the 4-Factor Arc Model we can 

account for 100 percent of international trade without performing Jedi mind tricks on an 

unsuspecting group of students.  Figure 15 lists out the main assumptions along with the 

trade analytics and several images of the model. 

The 4-Factor model once again demonstrates the power of 3ds Max.  In animating 

this visualization, only the production dot was moved.  All of the other points are “wired” 

together to follow the movements of the production dot through a chain of equations that 

ultimately control the position of the labor-plane dot in three-dimensional space.  As 

such, it was very easy to derive the Ricardian labor plane in three-dimensional space.   

Note that when looked upon from above, the 4-Factor model turns into the 

familiar 3-Factor model.  However, incorporating the third sector requires that we extend 

a 45-degree ray from the origin behind the production frontier.  This ray represents the 

amount of low-skill labor that is being employed in agriculture/natural resource 

production.  With one exception, this third sector works just as the other two sectors do.  

The height of the production dot on the PPF curve is measured along the z-axis which is 

then fed along the z-production curve to the 45-degree ray.  However, we do not plot the 

amount of low-skill labor in agriculture/natural resource production (L(z)) onto the labor 

plane from this 45-degree ray.  Think of this ray as a measuring stick.  Notice that the 

amount of low-skill labor in the z-industry is also measured along the lower-half of the z-

axis.  Once we have our measurement along the 45-degree ray, we use the Pythagorean 

Theorem to plot the corresponding point along the lower half of the z-axis which then 
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directly determines the height of the labor dot in absolute value (there is no such thing as 

a negative labor force).   

The only difficulty here is grasping the relationship between these two L(x) axes.  

However, keep in mind that all we are doing is calculating distance along a 45-degree 

vector from the origin then plotting that distance along the lower half of the z-axis.  For 

concreteness, let us consider the amount of labor in the z-industry that is currently shown 

in the figures.  The coordinates of the 45-degree L(z) dot are {x,y,z}={-183.0, -183.0, 

0.0}.  Using the Pythagorean Theorem, the equation to find the length of the vector is as 

follows: dist=sqrt((2*X_Position)^2=366.  If you were to add a negative sign before 

“sqrt” so that the distance becomes negative (as we are plotting the distance along the 

lower half of the z-axis), you would obtain the exact equation I used to wire this part of 

the model together within 3ds Max. 

The 4-Factor animation takes you through the process of deriving the labor plane.  

I created 14 production paths along the surface of the PPF curve and animated the 

production dot along these paths while the silver labor dot traces out the 14, respective, 

labor paths.  Thereafter, a surface mesh was mapped using these paths to create the 

familiar labor plane for the economy.  Lastly, after the derivation of the manufacturing 

labor plane is complete, both the production frontier and the labor plane are rotated about 

the axes to show both an agricultural and service economy with their respective labor 

planes.  Here is an animation that moves about the graphical representation in three-

dimensional space, and here is a stationary, perspective-view of the visualization. 
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 The Specific Factors Model (Jones’ Bucket) 

 Perhaps the model most frequently used to analyze a 3-Factor world is the 

specific-factors model, or in honor of its founder, Jones’ Bucket.  The two-dimensional 

representation of the specific-factors model can be seen in Figure 16.  As the reader can 

see, it does kind-of resemble a bucket.  What better way then is there to expand this 

model than to remain true to the spirit of this nickname in creating its three-dimensional 

Arc Model? (See Figure 16.)  Now that looks like a bucket! 

 In the Arc Model representation of the specific-factors model, the amount of low-

skill labor available to an economy is shown by altering the size of the dark green circular 

base of the model.  As the amount of low-skill labor increases, so does the size of the 

circle.   

At the center of this graphical representation is the wage post.  The wage paid to 

low-skill labor is measured along the height of this post.  Furthermore, this center wage 

post is always fixed in position.  Consider a service economy intensive in high-skill labor, 

the fixed factor for this economic grouping.  As a result of opening the economy to trade, 

low-skill labor moves out of both the manufacturing and agriculture sectors and into 

services.  These movements result in a net increase in the wage paid to low-skill labor.  A 

scenario depicting the growth of high-skill labor will also result in the same movements. 

(See Figure 16.)  Depending on where you learned the specific-factors model, these 

movements might be illustrated in either of a few ways. (See below for the specific-

factors animation.)  Regardless of the representation you choose, the ultimate result is the 

same.  By opening a service economy to trade, or with the accumulation of additional 

high-skill labor, low-skill labor will move into the service industry and the overall wage 
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of low-skill labor will rise.  I have included three different views of this animation: a side 

view, a back view, and a top view. 

The animation cycles through four different scenarios: first, additional low-skill 

labor is added to the economy; then, the service economy opens up to trade; next, the 

service economy acquires additional high-skill labor; and lastly, I show an alternative 

way to illustrate both the opening of trade and the acquisition of high-skill labor. 

It is important to remember that the wage post is fixed in position.  When labor 

moves out of the manufacturing and agricultural industries into the service industry, the 

entire floor of the model moves toward the service industry.  This lengthens the L(x) axis 

while the L(y) and L(z) axes shift (rotate) inward toward one another while still passing 

through the center wage post.  This movement causes both the L(y) and L(z) axes to 

shorten, indicating the shift of low-skill labor out of these industries.  Figure 16 also 

shows the concept drawing of the model along the left-hand side which might help if you 

are having difficulty grasping this movement. 

 
Offer Curves 

 Offer curves were first developed by Edgeworth and Marshall with the derivation 

of the offer curve using trade indifference mapping being perfected by James Meade.  As 

most of us already know, Marshall liked things to have nice and neat, positive signs.  

Trade elasticities were created to have a positive sign (when their natural sign is 

negative), and offer curves were created so that they would reside in the first quadrant 

where both imports and exports have positive signs.  However, upon simple inspection of 

a production frontier or trade triangle, one can immediately see that the natural sign for 

exports is negative, not positive.  When exports are added to imports in equilibrium, trade 
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becomes balanced at zero.  Furthermore, when we force offer curves to reside in the first 

quadrant, our budget line switches signs and prices are defined by a price normal from 

the origin.  We have built our trade theory using offer curves with unnatural signs, but 

what happens if we allow ourselves to create offer curves using the natural signs? 

 In the two dimensional framework, there are two countries and two goods, x and 

y.  As each country becomes specialized in production, they begin to trade with one 

another to reach higher indifference curves.  By plotting a country’s exports and imports 

at various price levels, one can derive that nation’s offer curve.  With the two-

dimensional production frontier from Figure 11 and using exports’ natural sign, I plotted 

41 points from this economy’s offer curve in Figure 9(1).  In Figure 9(2) you can see the 

offer curve without the 41 points.   

Geometrically, what Edgeworth and Marshall did was mirror the offer curve.  

Furthermore, they also ignored an entire half of the curve that shows what happens when 

an economy specializes in the good intensive in the economy’s scarce factor of 

production.  If we flip the half of the offer curve extending forth from the origin in Figure 

9(2) about the x-axis, we obtain the traditional two-dimensional offer curve for this 

economy in Figure 9(3).  If we add the second nation’s offer curve on top of the first, we 

reach our traditional equilibrium at which point P(x)=P(y)=1 and both nations trade 130 

units of both x and y.  This is shown in Figure 9(4).  Bear in mind that the two, lighter-

colored dots correspond to the same equilibrium using exports’ natural sign.  For 

instance, the lighter red dot represents 130 imports of good y and (-)130 exports of good 

x.  Connecting these two dots in Figure 9(5), we obtain our equilibrium budget line with 

its’ natural sign and a slope of Px/Py=-1.  Note how the budget line passes directly 
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through the origin.  To summarize our derivation of two-dimensional offer curves using 

exports’ natural sign and how they differ from the offer curves created by Edgeworth and 

Marshall, I have created this summary animation. 

There is one thing in the two-dimensional animation that needs to be pointed out 

before continuing.  Nine seconds into the animation almost everything fades away, and 

two sets of green and gold paths fade into view.  These are the production/utility paths 

that were traced out by the production/utility dots.  In creating a two-dimensional offer 

curve, you need to capture as many price ratios as possible from the budget line as it 

becomes tangent to this production path.  For instance, the equilibrium occurs at a price 

ratio of Px:Py=1:1, but you will also need to find other price ratios that surround this 

equilibrium ratio.  In order to have enough points to derive the offer curve, you may need 

to calculate the (-)exports and imports that are traded at several price ratios such as 1:4, 

1:3, 1:2, 1:1, 2:1, 3:1, and 4:1.  We have come to think of these price ratios as fractions in 

a two-dimensional framework, such as ¼ to 4 in the precious example, but in three 

dimensions it helps to think in terms of price ratios rather than slopes.  By observing 

exports and imports at several different price ratios you can obtain a sample of offer 

curve points from the (green) production path and the (gold) utility path.  This seems 

obvious in two dimensions; but as it becomes a little trickier in three-dimensions, I think 

that it is useful at this point to at least acknowledge where we are going before we get 

there. 

Now that we have derived a two-dimensional offer curve using a two-dimensional 

production frontier, let us now begin to approach a three-dimensional offer curve 

corresponding to a three-dimensional production frontier.  Keep in mind that the way we 
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created the two-dimensional offer curve was to sweep the budget line across the 

production frontier to capture as many price ratios as possible.   

We already know that as a nation moves from autarky to free trade, the price of 

the good intensive in its relatively abundant factor of production will rise while the prices 

of both goods intensive in the relatively scarce factors of production will fall. (We are 

still using a production frontier biased toward manufacturing production.)  Suppose that 

when the move to free trade is made, both service and agricultural prices fall together in a 

1:1 relationship while the price of manufacturing goods rise.  If we then trace out the 

resulting production and utility paths, we will trace out the paths that are illustrated in the 

bottom-right hand corner of Figure 9. (Look closely at the production frontier to see the 

dark green production path lying on the surface of the frontier)   

Note how both the utility and production paths perfectly split the x (services) and 

z (agriculture) import axes.  This is intuitively plausible if we use vector addition to 

“add” both import axes together.  If service and agricultural prices move together in a 1:1 

ratio we will create a hypothetical axis that bisects the x and z axes.  Furthermore, 

recalling that a two-dimensional offer curve bows toward the exported goods’ axis (using 

the Edgeworth/Marshallian technique), we can hypothesize that our three-dimensional 

offer curve will also bow toward the exported goods’ axis (y) and perfectly split the two 

imported-good axes when their prices move in a 1:1 ratio.  This was the reasoning 

underlying the offer “concept” curves pictured along the left-hand side of Figure 9.   

Using the traditional approach to map an offer curve in three-dimensional space 

(forcing exports to have a positive sign), I plotted 20 points on the offer curve using the 

production/utility paths in Figure 9 to see if our hypothesis was valid.  Though you 
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cannot see the bow from this picture, observe at how it perfectly splits the imported 

goods’ axes at 45-degrees!  In order to see the bow and to get a nice summary of the 

work we have done thus far in three dimensions, here is a nice animation. 

In two dimensions there is a single production path that the production dot travels 

along to move from autarky to free trade.  In three dimensions, we have just plotted a 

single production path by keeping prices in a 1:P(y):1 ratio relationship.  However, there 

are infinitely many more ways for an economy to move from autarky to free trade in three 

dimensions!  For instance, suppose that while the price of agricultural goods may fall 

considerably, the price of services may only move slightly, and they may not even fall at 

all!  Furthermore, the price adjustment for services may move much slower than the price 

adjustment for agricultural goods so that, even if they begin and end in a 1:1 relationship, 

they will not travel together in this ratio.  All of this means that the production paths from 

autarky to free trade can extend over the entire face of the production frontier.   

Furthermore, each point on the face of the production frontier corresponds to a 

unique price ratio.  By noting the production and consumption of each good at each of 

these points, you can then calculate the trade triangle needed to go between them; and 

when mapped out in three-dimensional space, these values also make up a single point on 

the offer curve.  As such, in order to derive our offer curve we need to capture as many 

price ratios as possible in moving across the face of our production frontier toward 

complete specialization in y (manufacturing production).  This task was accomplished 

with the help of the budget plane anchors (red, green, and blue dots) on each of the axes.  

What follows is a brief explanation of the technique. 
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First, think of the movements of each of the budget anchors as percentages.  For 

instance, from its stationary point at time=0, the budget anchors on the x and z axes move 

from 0 to 100 percent as their prices fall while the budget anchor on the y-axis moves 

from 100 to 0 percent as its price rises.  Though the actual values are inconsequential, in 

my graphical depiction, the locations at 0 and 100 percent were found at 250 and 2000 

units, respectively, down each axis so that when the x, y and z axis budget anchors are at 

100 percent they 2000 units down their respective axes. 

Next, in order to capture a sufficiently large number of price ratios, allow the y-

axis budget anchor to sweep back and forth from 100 to 0 percent while the x-axis budget 

anchor sweeps back and forth from 0 to 100 percent (such as in a move to free trade).  

During the first of these cycles, hold the z-axis budget anchor at 0 percent as if the price 

of agricultural goods does not change at all.  During the second cycle, move the z-axis 

budget anchor from 0 to 25 percent.  Now, during the third cycle, hold the budget anchor 

at 25 percent.  Move it from 25 to 50 percent during the fourth cycle; hold it steady at 50 

percent during the fifth; move it from 50 to 75 percent during the sixth cycle; hold it 

steady at 75 percent during the seventh; move it from 75 to 100 percent during the eighth; 

and lastly, during the ninth cycle hold it steady at 100 percent of its path.  Now repeat this 

process with the x-anchor while the y and z anchors sweep back and forth. 

Using this technique, you will be able to capture a significant number of price 

ratios and then be able to sample production/utility points from the 19 production/utility 

paths that were traced out. (See the Production and Utility Paths illustration in Figure 10)  

By calculating the trade triangle at each of these points and then mapping the values in 
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three-dimensional space, you will have for yourself a three-dimensional offer curve.  

Click here to see the animation. 

In creating the three-dimensional offer curve, I sampled 50 points from each of 

the 19 paths and mapped a surface mesh over the resulting 950 point sample set.  Note 

the shape of the offer curve as the camera does a “fly around.”  Though it appears to be a 

random collection of points when viewed from the front (see Figure 10), the curvature of 

the three-dimensional offer curve is unmistakable when viewed from other angles.  In 

addition, the offer curve is more spread out on one side and converges to a single point as 

the economy becomes specialized in production.  This makes sense as there is a larger set 

of production points in which the economy is unspecialized, but there is only one 

production/consumption point in which the economy is entirely specialized in production.   

One might take issue with these results since I am using a simple utility curve that 

is set on an indifference expansion path rather than creating an actual indifference curve 

set made using the same technique as the isoquant sets I used before.  This is not a 

concern.  Using the present curve, I could have the indifference expansion path extend in 

any direction according to the assumptions I wish to make concerning the tastes of the 

individuals in the economy that I am trying to model.  However, while these various 

assumptions might affect the curvature of the offer curve, it will not affect the overall 

shape.  By the same token, creating an indifference set for my analysis would also affect 

the curvature, but the overall shape would once again remain the same.  The reason is that 

the overall shape of the offer curve is primarily determined by the shape of the 

production frontier, and not the indifference set.  For example, if the economy did not 

have a point of specialization, that would eliminate the convergence of the offer curve.  
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Furthermore, if we did not have the spread of non-specialized production points from a 

normal, three-dimensional production frontier, then our offer curve would become 

progressively thinner until we were once again left with a traditional, two-dimensional 

offer curve derived from a single production path. 

Concerning the rest of the animation, note that the axis shot starting the animation 

gives you a good look at service and agricultural prices moving in a 1:1 ratio.  Also, the 

reader will note that after the surface was applied to the 950 point sample set from the 

offer curve, a new, smooth offer curve replaces the original.  After measuring the radius, 

length, curvature, rotation, and placement of the original, I created a proxy simply for 

aesthetics.  It should be noted that the original offer curve passed directly through the 

origin, just as was the case in two dimensions.   

Lastly, before I rotated the manufacturing offer curve around the axes to “create” 

the offer curves for agricultural and service economies, I sliced the offer curve in half 

from the origin point.  The first time through I did not slice the offer curves, but the 

animation quickly became cluttered and it became difficult to spot the equilibrium.  

However, it is likely that the equilibrium will occur where each country exports the good 

intensive in the factor of production it has in relative abundance.  As such, to take the 

manufacturing offer curve as an example, the solution will occur in the fourth octant 

where the y-coordinate is negative.  So what is the trade equilibrium, what are the prices, 

and how did I come up with them? 

In equilibrium, each economy exports (-)160 units of the good that they specialize 

in, and imports 80 units each of the other two goods.  Prices in this equilibrium are just as 

one might expect: Px=Py=Pz=1.  In my first attempt at finding the equilibrium I figured 
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that the easiest way to come up with the equilibrium would be to simply rotate the offer 

curves about their axes back to an Edgeworth/Marshallian framework in which 

everything resides in the first octant.  This is shown along the left-hand side of Figure 10.  

The intersection point for these curves is located at {x,y,z}={230,230,230}.  This 

indicates that each economy exports 230 units of their export good for 460 units of 

imports.  Just as is the case in two-dimensions, the price normal reduces to Px=Py=Pz=1.  

Before I knew what the ultimate equilibrium would be, I plotted these points on my offer 

curves. (See the set of three-dimensional offer curves labeled (-)230:230:230 along the 

right-hand side of Figure 10.)  While you can see that these points do rest on the offer 

curves, also note that the budget plane does not pass through the origin as was the case in 

two dimensions.  Considering this solution further, we realize that you cannot use 

Edgeworth and Marshall’s technique of forcing the offer curves to reside in the first 

octant; it simply does not work.  When the prices of all three goods are one, the solution 

230:230:230 cannot be an equilibrium as every economy would have a trade deficit, 

world trade would be unbalanced, and there would be 460 units of each good imported 

while only 230 units of each good were actually produced for export. 

If we thought to ourselves, well, perhaps the solution occurs where each economy 

exports 230 units and imports 115 of each good, this solution does not even lie on the 

offer curve. (See the third set of offer curves labeled (-)230:230:230 in Figure 10.)  If we 

go through by hand and find the correct solution, (-)160:80:80, we note that, as is the case 

in two dimensions, the budget plane passes through the origin point.  Looking once more 

at the First Octant “Predicted” Equilibrium in Figure 10, the red, green, and blue dots 

shown are the actual, true equilibrium points.  Looking from the point of view of the 
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price normal, the inside set of colored dots represents the true equilibrium plotted in the 

first octant ((-)160:80:80, respectively, for each nation); and the outside set not attached 

to anything is the attempt to split 230 units of import into a (-)230:115:115 equilibrium. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
 

Conclusions and Extensions 
 
 
 By harnessing the power and beauty of computer-generated media (CGM) we can 

easily do things in the classroom only previously dreamed about using chalk on a 

chalkboard.  Though that is not to say that individuals have not been conceptualizing and 

graphically depicting these models in three dimensions for years, it has only been in 

recent years that the technology has become available to bring three-dimensional trade 

theory to life for widespread use. 

 Using computer-generated imagery (CGI) in the classroom, we can add 

excitement to an important subject for our students.  Their world is a world inundated 

with CGI, and it has become increasingly important to bring this technology into the 

classroom to both enhance the learning experience and to garner interest from outside of 

the discipline. 

 The Arc Models deliver direct applicability so that we no longer have to “wave 

our hands in the air” while teaching students international economics.  Data from 

statistical agencies are increasingly being made available on the internet, and these 

models were designed to make use of it.  The Arc Model set is composed of 13 different 

models, all of which are direct extensions from their two-dimensional counterparts.  By 

extending the two-dimensional framework, we can add both an extra sector and an extra 

factor of production to our primary pedagogical models.  This addition can make the 

difference to our students between what is theory and what is the world that surrounds 

them. 
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 Using the three-dimensional Ricardian model of comparative advantage, for 

instance, we can go to the BLS website and pull productivity data from each sector of our 

economy in order to create a graphical representation that can be used to trade with other 

economies created in the exact same way.  With the amount of data being poured out 

onto the internet each day, we will soon be able to create programs in which the professor 

will be able to first pick a trade model, then pick multiple countries from a spinning globe 

with their mouse which will create fly-outs for those countries that present the relative 

data for that country using the current model under analysis.  Then, the professor will be 

able to pick different scenarios that will trigger preset animations relevant to the current 

events of that class day for the students to see.  How much time is spent drawing our 

trade models on the blackboard everyday?  If we captured this time and used it 

effectively, we might be able to save five minutes every class time.  At upwards of an 

hour over the whole semester, imagine what we could teach our students with one more 

day! 

 One of the most important things to pull away from this thesis is that the Arc 

Models are not just a set of three-dimensional models, but also an entirely new approach 

to teaching trade theory.  Yes, there are now three sectors of production along each of the 

three axes; but while the production frontiers can represent individual economies, when 

put together, the three different production frontiers can also represent the world.  This is 

most easily seen within the new Ricardian continuum in which three, independent, two-

dimensional models were combined to create a new visual that can show how the share of 

international trade held by each economic grouping can be affected by population growth 

rates, productivity, or exogenous wage changes. 
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 Relative to my own forethought thus far, there are a few extensions that are worth 

making to the Arc Models.  As I noted above, drawing a model on a blackboard can take 

valuable time away from class.  Furthermore, re-drawing the curves as we move them 

around also takes time.  If this is the case with two-dimensional models, how much more 

so will it be the case for three-dimensional models?  As such, every foreseeable scenario 

must be at the fingertips of the professor in order for these models to come into their own.  

There is not time to attempt to illustrate a 4-Factor model in front of the class while the 

students are unwittingly dragged into a game of Pictionary®. 

Along these same lines, part of the original plan of this thesis, although I quickly 

realized early on that it would be beyond the scope of the purpose of this thesis, was to 

build the program/simulation described above in which the professor and students will be 

able to launch themselves into an interactive world, making the models come alive with 

real countries and data from around the world.  This also relates to the first extension.  In 

order for this simulation to be possible, every conceivable scenario (or at least as many as 

possible) would need to be included in the program.  Using 3ds Max and Flash, this is not 

as difficult as it might seem. 

 Lastly, though I have stated it before, another extension that can be undertaken is 

to demonstrate the gains from trade for the U.S. economy using the Arc Models. I am 

planning to undertake many of these extensions for Rockstar Economics, the working 

title for my intended doctoral dissertation.  If you have any questions, comments, or 

concerns, feel free to email me at Mike_Fulmer@baylor.edu.  
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  - 3 Goods: Services (x), Manufacturing (y), Goods (z)
  - One Mobile Factors of Production
     - Labor
  - Constant Returns to Scale
     X=E(Lx); Y=F(Ly); Z=G(Lz)
  - Perfect Competition

Px w ax<
Py w ay<
Pz w az<



  - 3 Goods: Services (x), Manufacturing (y), Goods (z)
  - Three Fixed Factors of Production
     - Labor L(x), Labor L(y), Labor L(z)
  - Constant Returns to Scale
     X=E(Lx); Y=F(Ly); Z=G(Lz)
  - Perfect Competition

Px wx ax<
Py wy ay<
Pz wz az<



  - 3 Goods: Services (x), Manufacturing (y), Goods (z)
  - One Mobile Factors of Production
     - Labor
  - Constant Returns to Scale
     X=E(Lx); Y=F(Ly); Z=G(Lz)
  - Perfect Competition

Px w ax<
Py w ay<
Pz w az<



  - "Many" Goods
  - One Factor of Production
     - Labor
  - Constant Returns to Scale
  - Perfect Competition

P1 w a1<
P2 w a2<

Pn w an<







  - 3 Goods: Services (x), Manufacturing (y), Goods (z)
  - Three Mobile Factors of Production
     - High Skill Labor, Capital, Low Skill Labor
  - Constant Returns to Scale
     X=E(Hx,Kx,Lx); 
     Y=F(Hy,Ky,Ly); 
     Z=G(Hz,Kz,Lz)
  - Perfect Competition





Agriculture Industry Services
2004 2004 2004

Albania 25 19 56
Algeria 13 74 14
Angola 9 65 27
Argentina 10 32 59
Armenia 25 39 36
Australia 3 26 71
Austria 2 32 66
Azerbaijan 13 54 32
Bangladesh 21 27 53
Belarus 16 38 46
Belgium 1 26 72
Benin 36 14 50
Bolivia 15 30 55
Bosnia & Herz. 15 32 53
Brazil 5 17 78
Bulgaria 10 27 63
Burkina Faso 31 20 49
Burundi 51 20 29
Cambodia 36 28 37
Cameroon 44 16 40
Canada 2 33 65
Central African Rep. 61 25 14
Chad 61 9 30
Chile 9 34 57
China 15 51 35
Columbia 13 0 87
Congo, Dem. Rep. 58 19 23
Congo, Rep. 6 56 39
Costa Rica 9 29 63
Cote d'Ivoire 25 19 55
Croatia 8 29 63
Czech Rep. 3 39 57
Denmark 2 26 71
Dominican Rep. 11 31 58
Ecuador 7 30 63
Egypt, Arab Rep. 15 32 52
El Salvador 9 33 58
Eritrea 15 24 61
Ethiopia 46 10 44
Finland 3 31 66
France 3 24 73
Georgia 20 25 54
Germany 1 29 69
Ghana 35 22 43
Greece 7 24 69
Guatemala 22 19 59
Guinea 25 37 38
Haiti 28 17 55
Honduras 14 31 55
Hungary 4 31 65
India 22 26 52
Indonesia 17 46 38
Iran, Islamic Rep. 11 41 48
Ireland 3 42 55
Israel
Italy 3 28 70
Jamaica 5 29 66
Japan 1 30 68
Jordan 2 25 73
Kazakhstan 7 39 53
Kenya 16 19 65
Korea, Rep. 3 35 62
Kuwait
Kyrgyz Rep. 39 23 38
Lao PDR 49 26 25
Latvia 4 25 71
Lebanon 13 19 68
Lithuania 7 33 60
Macedonia, FYR 12 28 60
Madagascar 29 16 55
Malawi 39 15 46
Malaysia 10 48 42
Mali 38 26 36
Mauritania 19 30 51
Mexico 3 25 71
Moldova 23 21 55
Mongolia 26 14 60
Morocco 17 30 53
Mozambique 26 31 43
Namibia 11 26 64
Nepal 40 23 37
Netherlands 3 26 72
New Zealand 10 25 65
Nicaragua 18 25 57
Niger 40 17 43
Nigeria 26 49 24
Norway 1 38 61
Oman
Pakistan 23 24 54
Panama 7 17 76
Papua New Guinea 26 39 35
Paraguay 27 24 49
Peru 10 30 60
Philippines 14 32 54
Poland 3 31 66
Portugal 4 29 68
Romania 13 40 47
Russian Federation 5 34 61
Rwanda 42 22 36
Saudi Arabia 5 55 40
Senegal 17 21 62
Serbia & Mont.
Sierra Leone 53 30 17
Singapore 0 35 65
Slovak Rep. 3 29 68
Slovenia 3 36 61
South Africa 4 31 65
Spain 3 30 67
Sri Lanka 17 25 58
Sudan 39 18 43
Sweden 2 28 70
Switzerland 1 29 70
Syrian Arab Rep. 24 28 47
Tajikstan 24 21 55
Tanzania 45 16 39
Thailand 10 44 46
Togo 41 23 36
Tunisia 13 28 60
Turkey 12 27 61
Turkmenistan
Uganda 32 21 47
Ukraine 14 40 46
United Kingdom 1 27 72
United States 1 22 77
Uruguay 13 27 60
Uzbekistan 35 22 43
Venezuela, RB 4 41 54
Vietnam 22 40 38
West Bank & Gaza 6 12 82
Yemen, Rep. 5 40 45
Zambia 21 35 44
Zimbabwe 17 24 59

Value added as % of GDP
World Bank WDR '06

Goods Services
1975 691.4 780.2
1976 777.5 856.6
1977 851.5 952.7
1978 961 1059.7
1979 1078.1 1171.9
1980 1145.7 1322.5
1981 1288.2 1487.7
1982 1277.3 1633.2
1983 1365 1802.9
1984 1549.6 1957.8
1985 1607.4 2154.1
1986 1657 2325.7
1987 1751.3 2490.5
1988 1903.4 2685.3
1989 2066.6 2888.7
1990 2155.8 3113.7
1991 2184.7 3311.3
1992 2282.3 3532.7
1993 2387.8 3711.7
1994 2563.8 3901.2
1995 2661.1 4098.4
1996 2807 4312.7
1997 3007.7 4548.4
1998 3143.4 4789.8
1999 3311.3 5081.8
2000 3449.3 5425.6
2001 3412.6 5725.6
2002 3442.4 6031.4
2003 3536.7 6366.1
2004 3783 6755.4
2005 3962.1 7184.6

Manufacturing and Service Income (EcoReport President 2006)
Table B-8_Billions of Dollars

Agriculture
1975 100.6
1976 102.9
1977 108.8
1978 128.4
1979 150.8
1980 149.3
1981 166.3
1982 164.1
1983 153.9
1984 168
1985 161.1
1986 156.1
1987 168.4
1988 177.9
1989 191.6
1990 197.8
1991 192
1992 201.1
1993 205
1994 216.1
1995 210.9
1996 235.8
1997 238
1998 232.6
1999 235
2000 242
2001 248.7
2002 229.9
2003 259.8
2004 292.3
2005 293.4

Agricultural Income (EcoReport President 2006)
Table B-97_Billions of Dollars

Nominal GDP
1975 1638.3
1976 1825.3
1977 2030.9
1978 2294.7
1979 2563.3
1980 2789.5
1981 3128.4
1982 3255
1983 3536.7
1984 3933.2
1985 4220.3
1986 4462.8
1987 4739.5
1988 5103.8
1989 5484.4
1990 5803.1
1991 5995.9
1992 6337.7
1993 6657.4
1994 7072.2
1995 7397.7
1996 7816.9
1997 8304.3
1998 8747
1999 9268.4
2000 9817
2001 10128
2002 10469.6
2003 10971.2
2004 11734.3
2005 12479.4

National Income (EcoReport President 2006)
Table B-1_Billions of Dollars

CPI Bdgt. PPI Bdgt. CPI Bdgt. PPI=CPI Bdgt.
1975 58.2 100 1638 58.2 100 1638 1975 48 100 1638 48 100 1638
1976 60.7 104 1750 60.8 104 1747 1976 52 108 1685 52 108 1685
1977 64.2 110 1841 64.7 111 1827 1977 46 96 2119 46 96 2119
1978 68.8 118 1941 69.8 120 1913 1978 60.8 127 1812 60.8 127 1812
1979 76.6 132 1948 77.6 133 1922 1979 67.5 141 1823 67.5 141 1823
1980 86 148 1888 88 151 1845 1980 77.9 162 1719 77.9 162 1719
1981 93.2 160 1954 96.1 165 1895 1981 88.1 184 1704 88.1 184 1704
1982 97 167 1953 100 172 1894 1982 96 200 1628 96 200 1628
1983 99.8 171 2062 101.6 175 2026 1983 99.4 207 1708 99.4 207 1708
1984 103.2 177 2218 103.7 178 2207 1984 104.6 218 1805 104.6 218 1805
1985 105.4 181 2330 104.7 180 2346 1985 109.9 229 1843 109.9 229 1843
1986 104.4 179 2488 103.2 177 2517 1986 115.4 240 1856 115.4 240 1856
1987 107.7 185 2561 105.4 181 2617 1987 120.2 250 1893 120.2 250 1893
1988 111.5 192 2664 108 186 2750 1988 125.7 262 1949 125.7 262 1949
1989 116.7 201 2735 113.6 195 2810 1989 131.9 275 1996 131.9 275 1996
1990 122.8 211 2750 119.2 205 2833 1990 139.2 290 2001 139.2 290 2001
1991 126.6 218 2756 121.7 209 2867 1991 146.3 305 1967 146.3 305 1967
1992 129.1 222 2857 123.2 212 2994 1992 152 317 2001 152 317 2001
1993 131.5 226 2946 124.7 214 3107 1993 157.9 329 2024 157.9 329 2024
1994 133.8 230 3076 125.5 216 3280 1994 163.1 340 2081 163.1 340 2081
1995 136.4 234 3156 127.9 220 3366 1995 168.7 351 2105 168.7 351 2105
1996 139.9 240 3252 131.3 226 3465 1996 174.1 363 2155 174.1 363 2155
1997 141.8 244 3408 131.8 226 3667 1997 179.4 374 2222 179.4 374 2222
1998 131.9 227 3860 130.7 225 3895 1998 184.2 384 2279 184.2 384 2279
1999 144.4 248 3736 133 229 4056 1999 188.8 393 2356 188.8 393 2356
2000 149.2 256 3829 138 237 4140 2000 195.3 407 2413 195.3 407 2413
2001 150.7 259 3911 140.7 242 4189 2001 203.4 424 2390 203.4 424 2390
2002 149.7 257 4070 138.9 239 4387 2002 209.8 437 2395 209.8 437 2395
2003 151.2 260 4223 143.3 246 4456 2003 216.5 451 2432 216.5 451 2432
2004 154.7 266 4415 148.5 255 4599 2004 222.8 464 2528 222.8 464 2528
2005 160.2 275 4534 155.7 268 4665 2005 230.1 479 2603 230.1 479 2603

Commodity Prices (EcoReport President 2006)
Table B-62_(1982-84 = 100)

Services Prices (EcoReport President 2006)
Table B-62_(1982-84 = 100)

(Paid) CPI Bdgt. Received (PPI) Bdgt.
1975 73 100 1638 47 100 1638
1976 75 103 1777 50 106 1716
1977 73 100 2031 53 113 1801
1978 83 114 2018 58 123 1859
1979 94 129 1991 66 140 1825
1980 98 134 2078 75 160 1748
1981 100 137 2284 82 174 1793
1982 94 129 2528 86 183 1779
1983 98 134 2634 86 183 1933
1984 101 138 2843 89 189 2077
1985 91 125 3386 86 183 2306
1986 87 119 3745 85 181 2468
1987 89 122 3887 87 185 2560
1988 99 136 3763 91 194 2636
1989 104 142 3850 96 204 2685
1990 104 142 4073 99 211 2755
1991 100 137 4377 100 213 2818
1992 98 134 4721 101 215 2949
1993 101 138 4812 104 221 3009
1994 100 137 5163 106 226 3136
1995 102 140 5294 109 232 3190
1996 112 153 5095 115 245 3195
1997 107 147 5666 118 251 3308
1998 102 140 6260 115 245 3575
1999 96 132 7048 115 245 3788
2000 96 132 7465 120 255 3845
2001 102 140 7248 123 262 3870
2002 98 134 7799 124 264 3968
2003 107 147 7485 128 272 4028
2004 119 163 7198 134 285 4116
2005 116 159 7853 140 298 4190

Agricultural Prices (EcoReport President 2006)
Table B-101_(1990-92 = 100)

Exports Imports Balance Goods Exports Imports Balance Services
1975 109.6 99 -10.6 680.8 1975 29.1 23.7 -5.4 774.8
1976 117.8 124.6 6.8 784.3 1976 31.7 26.5 -5.2 851.4
1977 123.7 152.6 28.9 880.4 1977 35.7 29.8 -5.9 946.8
1978 145.4 177.4 32 993 1978 41.5 34.8 -6.7 1053
1979 184 212.8 28.8 1106.9 1979 46.1 39.9 -6.2 1165.7
1980 225.8 248.6 22.8 1168.5 1980 55 45.3 -9.7 1312.8
1981 239.1 267.8 28.7 1316.9 1981 66.1 49.9 -16.2 1471.5
1982 215 250.5 35.5 1312.8 1982 68.2 52.6 -15.6 1617.6
1983 207.3 272.7 65.4 1430.4 1983 69.7 56 -13.7 1789.2
1984 225.6 336.3 110.7 1660.3 1984 76.7 68.8 -7.9 1949.9
1985 222.2 343.3 121.1 1728.5 1985 79.8 73.9 -5.9 2148.2
1986 226 370 144 1801 1986 94.5 83.3 -11.2 2314.5
1987 257.5 414.8 157.3 1908.6 1987 106.4 94.3 -12.1 2478.4
1988 325.8 452.1 126.3 2029.7 1988 118.3 102.4 -15.9 2669.4
1989 369.4 484.8 115.4 2182 1989 134 106.7 -27.3 2861.4
1990 396.6 508.1 111.5 2267.3 1990 155.7 122.3 -33.4 3080.3
1991 423.5 500.7 77.2 2261.9 1991 173.3 123.6 -49.7 3261.6
1992 448 544.9 96.9 2379.2 1992 187.4 123.6 -63.8 3468.9
1993 459.9 592.8 132.9 2520.7 1993 195.9 128.1 -67.8 3643.9
1994 510.1 676.8 166.7 2730.5 1994 210.8 137.7 -73.1 3828.1
1995 583.3 757.4 174.1 2835.2 1995 228.9 146.1 -82.8 4015.6
1996 618.3 807.4 189.1 2996.1 1996 250.2 157.4 -92.8 4219.9
1997 687.7 885.3 197.6 3205.3 1997 267.6 171.5 -96.1 4452.3
1998 680.9 929 248.1 3391.5 1998 275.1 186.9 -88.2 4701.6
1999 697.2 1045.5 348.3 3659.6 1999 294 206.3 -87.7 4994.1
2000 784.3 1243.5 459.2 3908.5 2000 311.9 232.3 -79.6 5346
2001 731.2 1167.9 436.7 3849.3 2001 301.6 231.9 -69.7 5655.9
2002 697.6 1189.3 491.7 3934.1 2002 308.4 241 -67.4 5964
2003 724.3 1283.9 559.6 4096.3 2003 321.3 262.6 -58.7 6307.4
2004 818.1 1495.9 677.8 4460.8 2004 355.7 301.9 -53.8 6701.6
2005 903.2 1697.8 794.6 4756.7 2005 396 327.1 -68.9 7115.7

Goods Ex-Im (EcoReport President 2006)
Table B-24_Billions of Dollars

Services Ex-Im (EcoReport President 2006)
Table B-24_Billions of Dollars

Exports Imports Balance Agriculture
1975 21.9 9.3 -12.6 88
1976 23 11 -12 90.9
1977 23.6 13.4 -10.2 98.6
1978 29.4 14.8 -14.6 113.8
1979 34.7 16.7 -18 132.8
1980 41.2 17.4 -23.8 125.5
1981 43.3 16.9 -26.4 139.9
1982 36.6 15.3 -21.3 142.8
1983 36.1 16.5 -19.6 134.3
1984 37.8 19.3 -18.5 149.5
1985 29 20 -9 152.1
1986 26.2 21.5 -4.7 151.4
1987 28.7 20.4 -8.3 160.1
1988 37.1 21 -16.1 161.8
1989 40.1 21.9 -18.2 173.4
1990 39.5 22.9 -16.6 181.2
1991 39.3 22.9 -16.4 175.6
1992 43.1 24.8 -18.3 182.8
1993 42.9 25.1 -17.8 187.2
1994 46.2 27 -19.2 196.9
1995 56.3 30.3 -26 184.9
1996 60.3 33.5 -26.8 209
1997 57.2 36.1 -21.1 216.9
1998 51.8 36.9 -14.9 217.7
1999 48.4 37.7 -10.7 224.3
2000 51.2 39 -12.2 229.8
2001 53.7 39.4 -14.3 234.4
2002 53.1 41.9 -11.2 218.7
2003 59.4 47.4 -12 247.8
2004 61.4 54 -7.4 284.9
2005 63.1 58.8 -4.3 289.1

Agricultural Ex-Im (EcoReport President 2006)
Table B-102_Billions of Dollars



  - 3 Goods: Services (x), Manufacturing (y), Goods (z)
  - Three Mobile Factors of Production
     - High Skill Labor, Capital, Low Skill Labor
  - Constant Returns to Scale
     X=E(Hx,Kx,Lx); 
     Y=F(Hy,Ky,Ly); 
     Z=G(Hz,Kz,Lz)
  - Perfect Competition



  - 3 Goods: Services (x), Manufacturing (y), Goods (z)
  - Three Fixed; One Mobile Factors of Production
     - High Skill Labor, Capital, Land; Low Skill Labor
  - Constant Returns to Scale
     X=E(H, Lx); Y=F(K, Ly); Z=G(T, Lz)
  - Perfect Competition



  - 3 Goods: Services (x), Manufacturing (y), Goods (z)
  - Three Fixed; One Mobile Factors of Production
     - High Skill Labor, Capital, Land; Low Skill Labor
  - Constant Returns to Scale
     X=E(H, Lx); Y=F(K, Ly); Z=G(T, Lz)
  - Perfect Competition



  - 3 Goods: Services (x), Manufacturing (y), Goods (z)
  - Three Mobile Factors of Production
     - High Skill Labor, Capital, Low Skill Labor
  - Constant Returns to Scale
     X=E(Hx,Kx,Lx); 
     Y=F(Hy,Ky,Ly); 
     Z=G(Hz,Kz,Lz)
  - Perfect Competition






